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Duringithe summer of 1963, a group of fifteen mathematicians, scientists,
'AO'

and,teachers,,woiti .under the auspices of .the School Mathematics Study Group;
_ i rip . .

. I.

.prepared experimental is *units whigh'explored the' pig sibilitytof develop-

ing some of the,basip,con ts of methematits through simple,but significant, .,

physical science experiments. These units were tested in&presentative class-
,

rooms in a number of cei&rs over the 4buntry during the following school year.
. ?...t:

In the summer of 1964, revisions were made on the basis of the Asults of these

trials.

,I,e,

. The purpose of this project was to see if the' learning and Understanding
,,i- ,

\

of mathematics at the grade levels seven throughoine could be improved through
........._, .

the uSe
,...,

Of the approach throUgh science experiments. The resultsof the pre-
1,

,-,
° liminary tests were. quite encouraging. The students found the experiments

° ,'

%tpcingiting and learned 'the elated mathematical principles quickly, and easily

° Ma,ny. suggestion/ for changes were made by teachers on the basis of the reactions
q° a .

of thp students.* These suggestions were incorporated ,ino.this revision

wherever possible. t
. I

It should be noted that these units a'reAgbe used in the mathematics

classrilom and that they are primarily designed to teach mathematical concepts

rather than those of science It is true that the procedureS anprincipleS

of science included are soundand-correct within the framewOrk in which theg'
.

ore used. The experience in sciencewhich
I
the student will gain fin the.study

:

Of these units will no doubt Be useful in subsequent courses in the physical

scienrs, Ipt the mainpurposes ofithe units are to teach mathefatics.

P Previous knowledge of sci nce on the part of students or teachers is not-
1,...- 4 . , :

necessaryr4 , although any knoll which they might have in this field will be
.). ,

. . ...

useful, ;;The experimental p
I

ee ures.are clearly described. Iis.-ts

'

of needed

eFi. . gilMient.will-,be- found, at' e beginning of .this volume,' Many substitutions q .:
.44. ' . / '4,*,

are sSihle in these lists since the experimental equipment is!'nOtall:
, ft .

t1'c'ti,,.0 1. The teach is ' warned, however, that there is a natural petversity
.....

in experimetalwork It is strongly. recommended thief the teacher tryQut4
., .

each experinkt bef e it is done by the class, pare'ticu.I'arly.if equipment

susqtutions Musts e made. .

'

-,. H ;
. .

.:

Thel weriment 4.n this volume involve basic measurements of length? mass,
, , . 4 1- 'e iy , , ,.c ,i k,,'; ; T .i !.: 1 '_

i;..:tithe 'andi temperature.' ThougI most'of the expviments will.be described in,,
. ,o' . ., f ! ..i,\

'

'
, 0
0 e

1

,
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/terms of the metric System:Of measurement, British units are not ignored: It

assuMtd that these expe'riments can be done in the mathematics classroom.

Some wililbe done by all Of the students working in small groups, and some

. %;will have to be demonstra4ns done.by the &ea,cher../'

The use of the data cd]liected is an important aspect of each experiment.
41

These data will be,measuremtnts which can be :grhhed on a single number line

or on 4..set-ofrectangulacCadinatee. . This leads, in'alcompletely nature],
.

Ay, to themathematAical conceptseof approximation, units of measurements, in-
.

'es,tunctions,.and graphing. The fitting of a line to the graph of
i, t . .

.
. ..

imental data leads pp the general.concept of lines and the slope and
,,,

Ae

,a4ra

tf: the p-.-
, equation of lines: 0 4

materidl.in this textbook can' covered in

Y.
period. The teacher

be most appropriate.

a three dr four week;

can best decide at what time of the courseits uaeViglit

These units supplement, but do replace, whatever...4.

in the classroom. may however, beloosit

regular textbook 4.f...the!teacher feels that

mathem.atics bolt is in *regular use

sible to omit some sections of the

the treatment of the topics in this

t.,

-*...

tev, sft

text,is sufficient. .
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EZUIPIvIENT LIST

1.-Part`I

Sources for equipment in the following experiments ai indicated beim;

encl.:are coded At the right of each item..
;

'-'(1)Scientific supply (i.e., Cenco or/Welch, etc.)

Hardware store :

-F37 Stationery store '

O 'Variety store '

(5) -Home .,...

,2

Chapter 1

)

INTHODUCTIONM:MEASUREMENT

4

1. Properties of Order Experiment - Teachet Demchstratibn

1 meter stick (1) or yardstick (2)

1 triangular file (5 in.). extra slim taper - (2) or 1 knitting needle

0
3...
2 4'2 binder clamps - (3).

,..,

e
'- 1 paper clip, spring-type SHunt Brand *1) .(3)

1 box *l. "Geri" paper clips (3) ,
''. '

2PUbber bands (3)

." 4, "Dixie" -cups, 6 oz.)..(q ,

'6 3 in 'woOden:dowels (3' leAgths) (2) 6
`''),.- 4,

,. .

Cha r 2; ,z

. ' If

%
twill ANIrTHE'HUITBEh' LINE 1

. -

/ ' A k , i F ) 1,

.1, The Unmarked SticljExperimeht 1. Students are to work indiyialally,
'0,,

Each student should have the fdllowing equipment. . ,..,

1 straight stick (approximately,15") (5)

2 sheets of 'nOfebook pater (lined)-'0)..f

1 sheet, Of graph paper C10 squares erinch; (3)

1.ball ot'ittring(9

Aomall roll of masking tape 04,
for entire class

o



',Chapter 3

RELATIONS., FUNCTIONS A3D GRAPHING

,
1. Cantilever Experiment - Students'are to work in groups 471*two. Each

.group should have the followipg,equipmeni.

5 books,. identical ('with duct jacket,s, if possible)

./ 'or 5 wooden boards (1" X g" X 101!)
7

.1 foot, ruler, with a metric:scale (4)
1

2. Irregular Pottle'Experiment - Same instructions as 1.

1 irregular-shaped bottle (12 .fluid oz) (5)

1 plastic pill bottle (4pproxiatel3r 20 me) (5)
IP

1 "Magic Mending" tape, Scotch brand (' X'1296") (,4)

1 foot ruler,lwiih a.natric scale (4)

1 1110 can or ligallon water container

.

A . Chapter 4

e
4 LINEAR FUNCTIONS

\ .

1. ThT Coat Hanfier Experiment - Students are to'work in groups of.four.

Each -gr'Oup shOuld have'the following equirment. '
,

4'''' 1
,. . ,

.

' 1 hobk weight (100 gram) (1). Cenco No. 9810
,

2 hook weights' (2-00,, gram) (1) ,,
1

1 . .

1 hock weight (500 gram) (1) ,

i coath nger (wire) (5) .

' 2 paper clips, jumbt "Gem" (3)
, , 1

1 foot-ru194 oa=th efetric Scale (4) '-

1ft.

.._

2. The loaded Spring -tame instructions as 1.

1 hook weight (100 gram) (1)

2 hoOk.weightg (200 graiii) (1)

1: hook Njiight-(500 grad) (1)

,1 spring (2)

1 penca--(unsharpened)

.1 roll Scotch tape (4)

. 1 footruler,:With metric scale (4).

2 theets of note paper (3) or(4)

F



,,c.

fCe nttgAda-Fahtenheit.-iSame.-irritructiOns as 1..
i_

, . ,
,,.1.. 'thermometer, Centigrade.,(?20° to 1106) (1) Cenco ,No. 19240 -2 1

-1 thermaneter,4ahrenheit "(wO°;to 23Q °) (1) Oenc?No 19282 - 1

.1 '010 tin can (for liquids) -.
. ,

ice- '"-,... -

"1'.,'...-.

salt

%N.

v.,tT-

0

a

:(:

7.
d'j;

,^101'`

r. :
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...z. , ... Chapter 1\
..

gEASUREMENT.

..

Introduction
, .

,
t

. -Chapter I is intended to fix in the student's mind the more obviotiS faces
\

.of measurenent,which he has, gained from his life _e erience thus far and, to-developv nell mathematics fr6m them. At the same t questions are raised which
--

are intended to lead the student to a better Unders ending of the philosophy

of Measurement and to. a develppment of the' related mathematics. -

1.2_ .Measurements,:Magnitudes and Units

. _
+ .. In this chapter the student will probably enc ®unter his first serious

.

study of measurements. Although he is sure to have used such phrases as two :

miles", "17 second5", and "30,acres" very often,ftt is unlikely
0,

recognize much of the mathenatical mature of such concepts. '

Zt pis possible, however, that some of your students will have confused

ea of, number and measurement their own minds and they cannot see any

-.difference between the two. If so, you, must Brat clarify these ideas. It will

be necessary to explain resemblances between number and measurement it: your

students think of thin as identica

, .
Perhaps the most helpful thing you can do to make the necessary distinc-

tion is to emphasize the different uses to which numbers and meattrements are .

t. The Adents may not really know `what,,numberS ,are, alitough they can Use
,

then well for many- purposes, The same can be said for measurenents. Challenge

e student who confuses' he two to deo,cribe the distance to his Jaime) the

tri`the clas,s period, or the area of the floor in the classroom, by beans .7

of a number alone. His inability to do so should_convitice him, that measkmements
s;21.

:aryneeded-to'Orivey gonte_kindS2Of inforinwtion that numbers cannot do. 'Cq -
. .

'yens ely, mihasurements 'are ;inappropriate where only -numbers can serve., ,...
.

. .c.
..

,

, .. .. ,

:pie distinction betWeen ntun g,aber and Measurenjat5n be made a bit sharper

by,urning,attention to piocedures, of measurement. The students already w
...

.
. . . . - -%-,..e ... ,
something about these procedures. The term measurement can be .givert. C349d

.
intuitive meaning as` "the result of a Measuring' process": niay'be that tire

s;tudents already.use some ther term _suchras quantity or amount to mean the
..-- ... . ,.?



out
,--

flame thing. It is useful to point out that measurement cannot be'done by
penciltand'paper alone.. It must involve exiaer'irnentatiOn wity actual things

.. c, ..or events. More' specific ally,, the experiment is an Act of comparison of two N11'"
e e , e'objects' of"svents requirin a careful set of instructions for its performance.

It is unlikely ghat your students will appreciate how detailed those instrue-:.
tions must 'be. Sections 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12 will...lead_ therm through the nec--

,essarx- steps for length measurement.-, Othir measurements are determined by
t rexperiments with still different sets of, instructions. A strong general im-...._.- .-_

pression should be left with the students:thatritteasurementpaltrn9t be done.-.; --..-.
strictly within the frainework OT-Mathematics tht involves science as.well.

. . . _ ....# ..
- It is conceivable that. some .students will have thought rleeply enough at f..- -- tr. -

this stage to ask the fallowing que-sttic:A: -"If- 1-engths- are, not numbers, just
, .

exactly what ere they?" This is the type of question the authors of the, text,. .
'" {- have, dealt with and have atte pteti. to answer with the help of the students and1,

. . their teachers. It is ho"se& that the.student N.-in): b'ecatle to' arrive at his
',,... , -

' own understanding of measurement et 4.E4.,conclusion of this course.
, . . - . _

For the teaqher, however, knowledge stt a deepevi level 4.s desirable." The ..,
s .,folloring explanetiory outlines a suitable answer to the quetion,"What is at,.

".length? ' .
. .

.

L A length of seven feet, we must agree at first, is
-
not a partiqular .

---t :-
iphYsidel object....' It cannot be seen or put on display. We can perceive with,

-... .
our ,Senses a seven-foot bed, a seven-foot oar, or a seven-foot fishing rod., .

. ..

Seven feet itself, whatever itleay be, eludes the sensei: completely. Length,'.
.

as opposed -to jects 'having length, has a Very general or abstr.ct character.
A length of se n feet is pro erty that is shared,by all seven-foot beds,

) .. ---all seven foot 1 seven foot fishing rods, certain tall basketball
stars arid 'many o TT r objects besides. . .. I

.
, . .. Y. .

The things we gave just listed have a useful characteristic:' any two. -

of them are equally long, .as can be shown.by compiiring them to see if one.
overlaps the other when placed side b4.iicle.- gr,t; claim for a certain bed andt' i 1 , e: ... -1- ,

a
ceq4, r , .,.. F...1, ,,,,. .n oar that. . ,...;. 4 bed, is as 21b-ng as oar

I fa' ..i.. ' :.
t 4. t'is a statem.ent.whoSe'truth or falsity. can be decided by experimental mea

, . > r r .e ,f
In sane 'tispects statement (A) is lake a statenent of equality. We coul
abbreviate it pis follows . .

. . !bed 1 oar. $."

..
The basic assertionNe by (A)' or (33) i§ that bethend oar are indistinguiSt&

i
r.

able as far As length is concerned. In contrast, 'the statement'-:'''::' Ap-b-

6 ,-

1 4
:. -

/



ei;

. ,

bele oar t
1

(C)

claims_ that bed.aTha_oar are the same object. It is clearly false., Too much

emPhasis cannot be, placed on cor44ct use of the symbol= : b.assert that 4

A = B is to Sthat A and B are names for the same object -- nothing_ more.

Thd relations = and = , though different in meaning, share three-impq-
.

tant Airaeteristics. .We name and,describe them below*ih terms'of = 7

-

ReflexiVe proerty: x = x for all objects x in the set.
.

. .

Symmetric property:i IT x = y, then y = x.

L L L
Transitive property: If x = y, and y = z, then x =

You should satisfy-yaurself WoreTrobeedingfurther that these three s
'L

ments are true fopthe relation =

;.r. 4-
hfany relations between objects i na set have these three properties.

'
-

They are so numerous that the speCial name, equivalence relation, is used to

,f

. ./
classify them, It will be instructive to verify that Of the six examples
'. ,

below, 'these first three are equivalence relations, and the last three are rt.

il

*.(1) = , for the.objectin any set. ....-.' , :

.(i) "lives in the same state as", for the set of U.S. resid ts.

(3) "has the seine mother as ", fopthe,set ofall studenti in ur school.
t .

(4) "is perpendicular AerfOr the set of a11' lines in a plane._
.

.' (5) "is the sister of", for'the set of daughters'of two given parents.
. .

, .

(6) "lives within 200 miles of ", for the set.of all California residents.
, . , 1

The idea of equivalence relation,leads naturally to that of equivalence
..,,

class. (Equivalence set would be just as good a term.), By the lengthequiv- '

.

_alence class containing the seven -foot bed pfeViously mentioned we mean the

set of all objects that,are precisely as long at the bed. It obviously con-

s7:tains much more than what we' have nhoen to list, we would be inc4ined to
.

say that every eleMent in. the dlass'hasi. a length of seven feet.
...

,-

.
e

..i _ . . - -

-- In a smilar_way we can contemplate volum/ aquile n oe_t-1asa, mass
4 :_ -r -,, s

.e.,..<1.t.1---eqAyallpce c'l'asses, time equivalence classes, and so ori. Each equivalence
...).

-----x.:44-Vits
ij .*1),,...._-c E - . dQf hei irir terms of an equivalence relation arising from a comparison

i
. .

-4,--1," O., ; '' t c r ' t L'' °' 1

f.". : -texP
,_____,.:

; .' '

.-,10!We are
/
nc4)prepared to say preciselyiyhat we mean hihs6Veri feet': It^is .

Lc.?:-- 1 our
.,

exactly th t equivalence class containing all objects exactly as long as ur .

(seven i ot) bed. lry framing the definition in this strange way ye succeed in
_. ..

. , .

, . .

making the concept "seven feet" refer to all-objects seven feet long.' We also4 4*
.

. .

.



,.
. .

settle clearly yny question about whether length exists apart from the lirotesa

of measurement. In this view every object has a unique length (namely the.

equivalence class-to which it belongs) even before we measure it. Finally, ,

it is clear what we rust be claaming,when we assert equality of lengths. To

say that

7 feet'= 84 inches

means exactly-what we lash the = sign always to say: that 7 feet and 84 inehes, .

are names for the same.thing, our much discussed'equivalence.class.containing.

. the-bed.

S12*-.1 If this concept of length seems biitrre, it s hould be p6inted out that

n-OL-sitisTattory explanation of what numbers are is any less -intricate, and

that the counting numbers can be defined satisfactorily'aly in'terms of
4.

equivalence classes.

It might be best to not introduce-the symbol = to your classes. The

degree of abstraction involved* is rather high for students at.this grade level.
4

Thu can, however, point,out
s,

:that while bed = oar is clearly incorrect, ire cam
.

write (length) be = (length) oar end still maintain our traditioAal meaning

-for the equality.

Lengths (as well as other measurements) are extremely number2lAel The

can be ads ded, in a sense of addition explained in Sedtion 1.6, and they have .

order propeRiesae shown in Section 1.12. They can also be.multiplied,by

members. These traits account for theirs frequent confusion with numbers
. I 4

themselves.

In section 1.1, 7.et is called a measurement (more spetifie4y

.length). 7 is termed a measure corresponding to'the'unit feet (or footl if

you Will). It may help the- teacher to be'avere that_the-unit feet is,, itself.

a length and that the multiplication by 7 which stems to be'indicated in the

symbol 7 feet is not familiar multiplication of nUmber by,auMbero'but a new
...

variety of multiplicati of number 12y length. Its explanationiapPears in ,--

k77----
Settion 1.6.

. c.. , .

, 4op
../ ;

>4,
:r4:::-'.v.:-,A,:-/.,

'
c....4

':...., ,_1
,

1

A

ti
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Exerase-1-!-- T

Ilck out 'the itsasures and the units in each Of the follolling measurements.

:What might etch measure?

Measurement Measure Unit Measurdiment of

(a) 8 acre ,; acres 8 a 'field

(b) ' ..760 yards 760. yard' distance between two houses

(c) 27 lbs/in2 27 4'0 lbs/in2 4pressurg.111 a tire . 4

. (d) 11 fathoms 11 fathoms -water depth .

Of cOtirse, the fourth column contains only possible'suigestions: Students

should up with a wide variety of. ±. es po rises liould,be 34s11 worth-
-

while to discuss the practicality of..-thei.r.....mespons es

. If a tub were filled by emptying a gallon-buck, ii?-to_ it .30 times,,

:-what would be t e valise' of the bathtub? Whit .is the measure? What is
,

. .

the unit? -

tom_
.

1
volume, .30 gallons,

measure, 30 ;

unit, gallon

3. The bathtub 'of Ttoblem 2 is filled by using a quart coritainer rather than 1

a gallon bucket. Q. gallons = 120 quarts)

(a). Does the ,,volume remain the same? Yes

(b) Is the measurement the sane? Yes

c) What is .the measure? 120-
'

(d) What is the unit? Quart.

Chan each the following measurements to an equal measurement having.

,_ra,=,,dfiTerent measure and unit.

3 mi nut es

2 -Pounds

47: yards

sqi*re Teets. =
. I.

dig ea- j)

=1 186 1Secokt

-42-041des--.4

12 feet =144 inches, etc.

etc.
.r-

ton, etc.

7.-

1 square yard =1296 square inchei, etc. ., .

,s, < 4 ' , , ,-. , i ,

. ,, , :..

-r,- r

., . . ,

InSecti§n 1.2 of the stud. ent it is stated that meesurement:is. atext

ject'Or event to be measured with ari, appropriateprocess of. c Arin.g.., some



S

0

unit 'The authors feel that this, deAnition_should be bfought

into the discussion frequently until it seeks to be understood and accepted

by the students. Also, you should point out to your students that measurement

.involves some physical activity, i.e.,'-.experimentation. Itomight be helpful

, to. have the students describe the physical activity that various measurements
1

require, such as

"weighing" an object

"operating" a stop watch

"using" a, protractor

"pacIng of ei field:

The text gives two examples of mathematical models. The constructionof

a,mathematical model depends so much upon the individual situation that it is

virtually impossible to give a comprehensive definition,Ibut the following

teps are-usually involved:
4.

The first' 'step in the construction of a matematica/7*4 43(1*.

/7--
ecideon_the exact nature of the problem to be solved.

.

, .

2. terpret the physical sitpatr ion in terms of numbers br mathematical

rel ions.

Use yq owledge of mathematics to derive the needed mathmatical

information.

4. Predict the physi ,situation in light of, the,Mathiliatical inform-
,.

tion. 1

-,

.:

. .

The foll(Aing examges may contribute to your understanding of tathematidn1
,,;

models. ,.You may find some of them useful in presenting this materialto your
, s , 1 4

students.
.g ,. .

;-
-,Example 1.

1

-'
..

At certain-stores, wheretthere is a probltm of knowing Which customer

should be served next t Ye customers might be asked to take their place in

line, a .it a ticket ixldow, to assure ;being served in turn. A common method..
.,

of handling such a pr blem in a more comfortable, way is to issue a number to
,

each cUstomer'as he comes in the store.. Numbers 'rill be issued in ; successive %,

1

..

)

orde. Tfie,merchant has thereby constructed a mathematical model of the cgeae..
I

,

From this model he .can make use of mathematics to determine several things:,
.v .

'.;

f -
,

;



(1) How-many c tamers have been served;
.

Whiccust er is next'to be served;

(3) Hog many cu tourers are waiting (by subtracting7the number of

the custpme beingserved from the next numbei to be issued).

,- .1 .. .

.

Ifw9

mathematical

to determine the number of tiles needed to cover a hallway,
,

,

we can employ a athematical modelof the hallway. .140 can make measurements
I

of tha hallway._ We can now use our knowledge of tatheMatics,to compute the
, .. .

area of the tanway, the-rarea of a tingle tile, andhen, the nuMber of tiles
I

needed to cover the floor.. '

.Drample 3::,/, . , %-
-

4 student might have a mathematical model of hislkather which youldtgiva

him -the necessary inftrpotion needed when buying clothing for his father.

TAe modelmight be as follows: i '

4_

le

1 ,'.
,Hat size

Neck size = 16A ,

Chest size 40-

Sleeve length =

Waist = 36'.

Inseam 132'

Shoe = :.11

Exercise ,2

s, These, questions are designed to provoke cPtss-discussion. The following are
4e ''

',Onlx suggestions and your students should make many more.

.1. How would you. find the - length of your'sphool.building? .._"
Answer: Pace it oft, use hand span, cubit measure (elbow to- fingertips4

'

.4
.. _

measuring stick or tape. .

'
r .---

':,

me

...What are several ways of timing a'50 yard race? ;

., .

_
. ,)

Answer M: Coup (i!br seconds), pulse beats, arching cadence,
/

stop watch:, 7

How.could you weigh yourseif;if no seales were available?

..Answer: "!-Get on a seesaw with someone who knows his weight, have,

a strong friend lift you and eitima your weight,

re

11 ee
9

I'

.44



:-.: . .'
How could yOti. compare the areas :of two table tops if you had no ruler?

;
Answer: Cove, with books and count. the.books, cover with notebook paper

"slid count .sheetp. Fora more accurate measure, use 3 X 5 note.cards. '
-.:. ..

i'1.4 - 1.5 Measurement of ,Lengeh: . Ideas of Accuracy,

:...... . ,. ;
. .

.. , _ 1e;.- principal ideas in this sec pare that, aJ.3. measurements of length,-- ,': w

-- are to some extent,' prude and that ouil .choice of unit depenctS on hbw crude or
hap, fine ra measurement, we wish. - ;-'.... . ,- ,-

..

)

, 'Exercise 3.

1. Suggest Suityate units fox the following, measurements .

0..
(a) the altitude of an airplane;
(b)oh -the length of e car;- .

(c) the depth of: the ocestri,
(d) the widt.h of a .wiZdow. frame;

(e) the,width of a door frame;
(f) . the height-of a truck;

10 .ft, 50 ft, 100. ft, 1000 ft, mile
"Tacit, inch, 1/2 inch
fathoms,t'eet, miles
*inch, 1/2 inch, 1/4 j.hcii .

1/4 inch
fpot, inch, 1/2 inch

What unit of measure would be ac.ceptable when measuring
window for drape rods? ch

What unit of measure
window to fit glass

4. ,What statement conc
by your answers to th
rends on the amrrunt.of

1..6 Addition of Lengths

a p a
1/4 inch.,

ng choice of ,units of measurements is .deinonstrated
questions, above? Size of unit chosen de-

,.rror we are prepared to ignore..

the-width of a

e w en measuring the width of a

KnoWIng that lengths are equivalence clase;,the teacher,may wish to,
interpret length addition as equivalence class additionfor his.or, her own

benefit.
44,

To form the sum of two equivalence classes, we select any element from the,
firat4and any element frOmt,thersecond an lay them end, to end on, a straight
line with no overlap. (That is, we perform still a third kind.of physical.

addition 6e:objects.) The newly farmed object has a length, or equivalence

..



aq$ ,9,whi.ch.it belongs. This third equivalence class is d.efi o be the

tif the given equiyale4ce classes.

Multiplfcatioh-Vf ierigthircOUnting number can n6ibe defined by re-'

eate4.additions as described in the text. ,Multiplication of lengths by, other

',.nYi:ibbers is deferred to Chapter 2.

i -, Exercise 4

I.
.

.....-,.,,... --.--
..... "

..

-...

.

What is the total length in the following figures? -- ''' f' rr .t. "..r. 47:F, '4'1'--,..--r-+
4

(4A)

18B1

(2A
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A;,

t
A s

7.4

40

Here tre ltanguage and 'symbplism einequalities are intiodueed fnr num-
,,,,,, .. ,

tars, These facts are ..of general value, in .a.ma,theMatical tduc*tion. The
- i ... - .-. --rok , i

"Comp,aTinn property as :stated in the student text i-a referredito by mathema.
''tietansf a.,* the pr.).nelpie of trichotomy.. -- -

Exercise '
*,...- -_,.- .0#.., -...

;11se,the symbols, , 4/1', " -= '', '''> ", to make .,4, true statetent ,in each
....- i

of the following pas of nukpers. w
..... ,, S

.-

,*0-1-.5.'<. to P.,,., ,(f) 2 < 7

.(g). 9 > h.,{b) 5 <.0

(O. 16 = 16

(4) 43 < 8

(e) >

(h) .:25

' (3> vn a. Cannot be

A

related withou
kriSwing the value of a.

-.,-.3,.,13 ,More ia Inequalities*,
..:, ,-, .

The truth table is a device used by mathembtgians to test the vs,Li.diiy
of a mathesiatical. statement. In the student text we, have discUssedthe use

=of, the conjunctions "and" did.,nor" in joining two parts of a Mathematical,. ,,,r..--'1,-
statement. Such statements maYr'be represented" symbolically by using the -----. 7. 7

,,-..tofv- - - >i1
;,,,,.,.; . .syM1301.,..,,it V If li for "or' encl the symbol ..h,A ."# for "and" , The distinguishing --'''

i'eature of a niethematictiatemen; such as.,5 < 3,, is. that it is either
...

. -e" or "false". .- . .
.

'" , e

A compound. statement (I's formed

A and
..comlAning

A gymbolic statement made up,of parts B
..,

_:. vow.
V.or-7N! 4701.4c1.. 10431. .1,11s e_ the following: A Y:. B.

.ctrabiluations of a two-part'matliematical statement

or more simple stat
and JOUlecl. by tie bunc-

e four possible
oki the

compound statement is dependent upon the validity of' each of simple

.stateMentl. .. The compound statement A 'V B. is true, or falsd e as, shown

table , I r

^

2



'.,T

F

F'

4

'

(

'

T

F

T.-

F L.'- /

.

'

T

T'

F ;

. truth table associated with a compound 5t4tement using the conjune-
:.- .

I.On,"iand follows this pattern: ,

A B. - ,,.
_

--4T

T ; 4 :

T

F

F

.

'-

_

T

.F ,

..;

F . t
.

,

Statement A ----Mary is ,a

.Stfttemegt-; --- John is a girl. ..

Comppund statement: Mary is a,Rirl or John is a

-..:4,,,,,..-

A -Alt-B.... -

..
' T.... v-

,
. T

. The. compound_statenent is true. Notice that h'

matbmatical logic is the inclusive "or "; sometimes symboliAed .. "and /or ".,

-Exerci's'e. ., .

441:. -

1,17)..taeachipair of inequalities below so that/ -they'are in.,,the same

sense., Write then as overlapping 1nequalities whenever possibl:e.

7c1P,'7-3.,

5

, 7 <93.3; th, 5.*,'T ,<-1.3. ,

..<,.,24 19 C 4.
;. . 4,,

1,3 < c.; therefote; a < b < c

',:.??-, <;3A.
li



(f) a <c, a,< d

n < pi, < n, <11.<.1

6t.

4,

(h) < q, t

(i) 7 < 16, 4 < 7i therefore,' 1+ < < 16

(j) d; f <AC ,
,

What can be said of two numbers, a and.* if we know that a <.b an8.

also, a > b? Explain your reasoning carefully

Given a < b so a < bor. a = b, and

a>b so a > b Or a

to say a < :b and a > b is a contradiction; therefore, .

a =--- =b

t'. .
elComplet the following table by indicating in the proper space whether

eacK part is true or false and whether- the compound statement is true
. .

or false. (Lastthree columns are blank in.students's text.),
, . .k

.N...
`Statement A,

...

ConSittiction

. .
Statement B A B t°1:11pound

Statement

Example: 5 < 3 ,,, `

., (a):r 5 <3
,...cf-.

(b) 17 > 32

(c)(5-1)>(.*)
(d). 2 < .72,..

.7

4(0 ;17 >9'

and

or' and

-.or: .

or

,and '

4

4

7
10(7)
.72

'1

< '5 r

< 5

> 6

>16-1i

,<.
> 1,8-

`F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

Ti

F

F

T

. F

T

- F

_F

T.
T ,

..

;r1

Complete the following table by separating the 'compound statements into

two parts. Tell whether each part i.,,5<true or false4 determine the con-

junction which is indicated, and tell whetherthe compound 'statement is

--- true or false.

Compound
. Statement Statement A, Con4..

' '
Statement B

,,

Compound
Statement

e

Example: 3 :<;,4 *<

(a)" 5 > 4
(1)) 3 > 2> 4
,(6) 6,< 6

pj '4 ->'2,.-7-5--
Idt .2_._-.3 >30 40
' ' 22,-. 51 T-4

5 3 <14
"'"' 5 >,4

' 3 '> 2)
t.'< 6

ag, 3 >2.375'"
11 ,:32
22 11

'..and

or r
P,

and

. or-
..

Y o i - T

rai;ci

4

5

2

*".' 6

7_

32
51

< 5

.-: it

7 4
.... 6

2.37
ha'
Z§.

.

T

.T
, F '

-11.

---F
7 '
F

T

T

.

T -.
T-

F -

T

T

T

LoWest 'conunon denominator for ,(e) is 2 X.3.X 11 X 17.X.23.



. ,?1;, .

.InSWer true or false -for each

."< 5 <'6 'h. tie

(b) 5.14 < 6. . False.

< 5 .< . True

(a) < ; False

.

unequal Lengths, for

of th&following:

Although uiequal% numbers were not,defined in the preceding sections,

unequal lengths are carefully defined in the present one. Notice tat the

definition depends on the prior definition of addition for length, and in no
77-1P X t

'4SY-involVet-reference to numbers.7.--

. -. ExerciSe 7.

For lengths U, V and W, write in words the following statements.
30%,

. . . .
) U < V. < W (length).0 is less than (length)V aid'

7 ,--- '

0,ength) V is less than-(length) W .

(b). U.< V' . :- (length)-Uisl less 'than or -equal to (length) V , e-

, (c). U < V < VI -°' (length) 'u is lesi than or .equal to- ,(length) V and
.,,,-1

..L.:45?-(length), V ,ielass than. (length) .. A,

Deteraine which stttements,are true and which are false. Give reasons
r., =

. . .

I v e)

in each case.

3.fee > 39 inches ,False

3 feet = t6 inchds and 36 incges <' "39 inches

1
_.(b) 42 inches <.3E fee-9 < 1.7-yards .

.1

32.te = 42 irihes r.

-yardki; k8 inches. ,

112721C11 --;7117ZT11Ch-T-e; inches

inches 41.> 2 feet < 1 yard

False

It is true,that k0 ingifes > 2-4eet,0
.

but yard '= 3 -feet .sna''f2 f!get <:3 feet

7

'



2...1.0 Measurement and Standard Units: ..A Classroom Experiment

.,_
The experiment described is intenda to illuminate the way in which choice

,

<< of unit affectS the resulting measure. It also, dramatizes the need for adopts

a.7ig standard units. In the course of this particular eiperlment,..how ever) you
,,1,.:.

,

should make the students feel that their olx1 units are quite as good as any.
other, possibly a bit better. In this way yoU

.
if

aan convey the idea that there

Is no inherent virtue in standard units such as`Yards and 'Meters. Only cOn-
...

ren.ience..i.a communication causes us to use' tiem. You may want to personalize

the stLidents! units,a bit by naming then for. their owners. Thus "Bob" could-
, .

be the -name of the length of Bob's stick .and .1t
't..-
,COuld be discovered, for in-

:4:

'.4

stance, that

-18 Bobs < 1,.. 19 Bobs.'

The following are suggestedansWers to the questions raised .i.r\ he

students' teaft 4 - ,' -
1. You

14
wculd most likely want to measure zthe ,length,of a 'room to the

, 4. 4--03
1 .,,, .

-- Vnearest foot. Th'erefoitgi a stick about 1 foot ldng should be chosen!
, . -;.--;

. ''
<

, - , - '
.,,

.

2. The inequaility reported by Don (29 < d- < 31) indicates he did 'not.
e , .

,
,04.,.

follow' ingtru-ctions .
,,. . .

- - 1%. le At .

.

(a) Bob had thesmallesillnUmbee, of units in his measurement; -there -

fore,

...,V' ..,' '' . .
c
fore, lie must have u sthezlargest stck...

(b) 'Frank had the smallest-% ck. ,.....

.,31 -,:. . .
Dan and Carla had sticks which were closest to each other in length.

..,t ' , -,
g. No.

. ,' "
, -10, X .

' -10. ,If everyifie used the sate size stie1, all the inequalities should be ,.

. the, same'-'' .

.1 .

A.' ',;
Yes.* r :f ..

::'"
, ,

8, /e8, p'rovided you carried 'the pieee--of chalk W-1.-th,-,You.,:e,:,..
.

,47, 7 ---,, -I'm. - 4;7-, i- .--7- -
9. , You ido 14 be able sta xlescrilo,e your, measurement' In termsof a standard

- e

.

. 1:11' Standard Units

S

YoU may want to spe.nd sbme elass time, discussing the impo. rtance of having
A _ , .

.7,s...tandtd-size units. In the peal, moat units of length Were based on the human
. -

body. Have some of your studenta,1odk.up the hifstior,y,,,ot thcpace; the inch, the
wAtak

r.

jh '
2 36



g, ; ghg yard and, the hand. Have your students measure the width f,thdii.'
t k

. 1

tend, cti:Ipare all of the fesultpil'
is.'}

or

, 7 r.
a' (vivid deMOnS tration, haVe.la .-groupof"'Your stUdeitP find and :brihg

3"
tp..class a length of threaded steel pile. Another group should be gaked, to,

ugh thdse pieces
,

Ming e 7 pipe fitting: Show that even
'4-

nt.placeS, they will fit together well.

Length Measurement and Counting-,

,

came from d:itfer
; .

s.

'The procedure of length estimatihn described in this section depends on ,,

carefully formulated concepts of length addition (Section 1.6) and length in:

equality (Section l:8). It will probably be helpful to use the data collected

in the experiment on measurement by substituting numbers, in, the literal state.:
.

_Ments given ,in this section. Teachers testing these materials have suggester'

that the substitution of numbers in the literal statements help children to , _
. -

;

understand the generalizations.

V

m.'.13 Further Properties of Order: The Transitive Property- ---,--- , ... .. - .
.

..1

.
,

.

This sec,tion and thenext,.are, important because they extract the prirpipal .

---mathematical by-product of our study of measurement, deeper know edge of order

It is a fair assumption that st\dehts at this level lave very Ileak intui-*

_tilte ideas about order. The "demonstrations described here are designed to`,

154ld,IgrAter confidence in using the transitivity pattern and in so- called
. 1.:

addition'.` of inequalities. ' .

i

. e -
.

...(, ,

It. may be. helpful in Sation 1.13 to give the qtudent a broader 'view of
..i...:.e-,.....__-- _, - ) 4i :

'transitivity, from your private knowledge. Many relations other, han order ..-- -.

.,, f
_,..' r

Eitions are transitive. Ekamples of some that are ami some that are.not may
f, .4

aLp, th get the point.across. Such examples have been included in Exercise 8
,...f.

,: . .

To. stimulate ideas about length inequality you may find it helpEU1,-tilhave
. , Y - :

kihe. classroom about atbzen sticks ranging in length from about 15 inches to

inches
1

in jumps of - inch. Dowel stock, available In hardwai-e stores in
ve

e-,:,,r, 00t ieng.ths, should. serve well Mark each stick an.,the end with its.

oyiLletter of the alphabet, 'making' sure that ,alphabetical order and length

er,'iare :riot, the same. .
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-.--,

. '''' "Al*
: l'..

, , ;

ektitiopof the fallowing procedure many. times iall provide anseftil.
n6-".;),,: ' , , - .: ,....: .'t' "I ! -.

bpalS ;or class discussion. 8electtnree 'sticks gt random and give One to each
, -..s,;--.

.,; te ___i-',...-,.--' --i , .1. . L'-
of Three students designated as the first, the seCondann the third student.

-/' . - - f :- ' j ''. .

Let'the first and second students compare. their sticks; _likewise the second

and the third. Record the results on the blackboard in some such fashion as

KIC > M, ti.> G . (Emphasize that these are length inequalities.)., "
...-:,-.-

tr '''

-In Wite the remains students to predict an Grob,* relation between K and g if
...

r ).,

.f..-,,i,..:,-3,:... , , ,..- -, , -14
. - ( I .,1 1, 1"th_ et'are able. Here K > G is_a plaUsibie iredielfon If 3.-Qii made, an '-' -..! , ,,.

immediate verificatfOn is called for;t4.comparing IC and G directly,. , 4

or Course, many results will 'Wirt out to be in the t011oi;ing pattern, 'i.7--. p .

lt,

F6> H, H < Do . .

;-
in which case no confident prediction can be made aboutan inequality between . ,,

,,:-
-,,,, ....!

F (the first object) and D (the third object). Gettidg the students to use ,

ieitrairit where no predictiois plausible is just ias.mportant.as Inducing
. -., . .

them to make a'gdegb where one is waiTalited-,

,,A simple variation of this exercise is to compare students' heights in
<ff.:

..,

pairs by baying themrstandback-to-back in the customary manner. A student's

7

set of textbooks-may also be used.
o "

The goal of the demonstration is-to develop/in-the students the willing-

ness to formulate a very general, statement (with your guidance., ofourse) in

t
some such form as this: "Given any three sticks,'ffthe firit is,longer than

. .

the second, and the second is longer than the third, then the first must be

longer than, the third. You should emphasfiegan the course of discussion that
:.

. A
the conclusion reached is not a statement about mathematics, but is a statement

. ,

, about the physical hypothesis which demonstrates a pattern often encountered
-f:--rTi

_within mathematics. Also, you should point out.that statements about sticks.

which,are*accepted as true do not prove anything about numbers, although they
.

-

may suggest statements about numbers. .,
.

. ,
t

,
. .

; V.
,

.6` This" same routine daft W4'perform'ed 1;i'rit other measurements, specifinallY-.1---
1-

. .

mass anchwolumg. Sneh T;arcise will.pave the way for discussion.of Othtr Me
e

,,.

nitudes in later chapters. It will also emphasize.that sitilar,patterns arise, .

; -.

-in different contexts. !'''' '

,

. ;

compare masses a simPltWteam balance can be,- assembled, as sug-
Ws . :., . .1"-

geSted-,by the photographs. The bead, a meter stick or yardetick,hangs on a J.

'triangular file knife edge which passes through the.hpleg of a paper clamp.
...

attached tothe center of the.,stick- The file rests across two inverted Dixie
,.__

4upo...,. The pans are, Dixie cups suspended from the ends.,
. ..- 'tic

:4. , - .
,.

.

2.8

yy

20
M.
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Again, to perforn the demonstration, assemble a dozen or so small ob-
. . . ,- .

,

le#s of comparable Mass, and 'forthree selected objects let the students.
- .

,c9mpare the first with the.. second,. then th'e second with the third. Record e.

,..:i. . % ,.::

results and invite class predictions where posOole. .

.

Exercise 8
. .

. State the transitive property of number iheqUaiity, using "gi,eaer.thEth":
. .

If a, b and c are real numbers, and if .a .> b and- b > c, then a > c.

'IS there.a,transitivtProperty for equality?
%

. .

e If a, b and o are real numbers, and ig a = b ind b =
\ '

,-
. .

Wen a = c. ., ,

;

'.. ,

Test he following:phrages-for transitivity.

2,

4,11./$-Q1clet.'"tha4" ...1 ' _ _J._ %._ .......-_: ....,.2_ f ... :
''

-----, ,

Transitive. If "a is older than b" and. "b is older-than c", tten..--.

.fof ..

--'"a is older than .. - -.. .- ..
.

.

.44.cres within 200 miles of" '''.41 '' '

. ,

NOtjtanaitive. If"a,lives within 200-miles of b" and "b lives
.,:-.-..-. , , J:
thin 200 tiles of c", a Mei not necessarily liVeyithIn 200,

. P"0: 3 .

,

. . s

ewof c., . ., , .

. . i
.".hai,.the same,mother as" ' :_

Transitive. If "a ham..the same npther as b", and "b has ih6''same
..1

. .

- motheras c" 'then'flaAhas' the sate mother as c ".

2P



(d) talletn"
Transitive' *If."a is taller

1 ; 1

then i'a is taller than c".
(e) "liVes 'next door to"

t
Not Transitive. If "a
door to 6"; a does not

r , .
, 1

. . ' 1 , '
;.*

. ,-

than b", and "i; istal...er theh c",
:

lives ppxt door to b", end "b lived-next
necessarily live next door to c... '

;

inequality betWeen a and, d (whenever
cases. i

t

. thus d < a
' thus d->"a

thus ,d- < a

4. a b , c and d are numbers. state an
each:of the following

h ) (a) b< a, c4< b, b> d
1 d > b, b < c, b >.1

(c) d< c, a > 6, b a,
(d) c > b, a,> b, b > d
(e) a b d > b

1441

d <b

-

5. --- In the four exercises below

fit) if p < q and
Yes, by the transitive property.

(p) If m > p and p > n, does it follow that m.>
Yes, by the transitive property.

q <

thus a d f ;

No conclusion. (cannot for;i an
overlapping inequality involving
a and d (c-may be.greater sthan'd)"

=

all letters refer to .plumbers.
,.

r, des ghow that sr > rh,

(e) If d > f and d > g, does it follow that f > ?

No. It does not form an overlapping inequality.
(d) If h < k and:j <,h, does' it follow that k > j?

yes, ,by the transitive property j < k which is

*,,Assni went to k

Issuttlier -Properties,of,Order-: Addition -

-

's

The, quipnent of the preceding section can be used again to good advan-
tage-in rating &infidel-6e about 'a new pattern, namely, the additioh of in-..
equalities *.4

Experimentation With sticks will result in the accumulation of many

i
I' a gt:s , such as K < G and D < H, Focus the, class attention, Ona pair of
such inequalities and ask for opinions about' a relation between K D and G

Here K D is a name for the new' stick created by.laying K and D end' to end,
Similarly, for G +4. (You may, find it useful to write the symbols K D and

'G el to emphasize that a new kind of addition is involved.) While opinions

4

A

. are being.fpxmed, you should carefully conceal objects X, p, G and H; and

3Q '22



orce the s
tress:

to,

: :
<."

salts "to use, only the tyro given inequalities in formulating a
: .

When the desired lrediction,r,

.11, t .K + D <, G + H

isInnade,i ,immediate verification should bd Made by exPe-riment. Repeat the
,routine tb another; pair of inequalities until you third you haye established
sufficient cOr541'01bnce. Then ask the students to generalize their results.'
Point out that .any conclusions *drawn do not prove anything about numbers, but.,
.

'do suggdat saneth,ing about lengths f,_ ; .

itary. the experiment to koilr taste by adding mass inequalities. "Adding"_ .

objectsifor mass purposes merely means putting them together on tie Nine .pan
-1:ei'!

0

'of- the .:balance,. 4 4

Exercise .2 _

-4i 1. Giv/en the four numbers,-R, S, T, !..1 where R > S and T > U. Prove that
*

R # T > U

-Suggestion: add .11,6to both riuxabers of R, S and add S to both numbers
.) of T > U.. Now,apply' the transitive property to the-two

new statements..
,,,,,,

(1) -R.> S . given -0
- (2) :R 4 T > S 4- T. , addition- property of number 'inequality .

(3) _ .F'<il''''" "tv en. .
..61;!**--. .. 0/ : '' i

(1) S ..1- T > S + U . addition property of number inequality.addition n.
4

(5) R + T.> S-+ U
,,

Statenents 2 and 4 form, an overlapping
inequality and theotransitive Property

2k ,
,, , ,, . - may be appivlied.

. ...
'

4 . . . . , .

& ..

Nhat can be..said ab'ou-'6 the suleof numbers x 'and y if- . .: ,. .

) 2.2 < x < 2:5
.e 4.1 <,r < 1.5

6,3 < x+y' < 7:0

b) First rewrite 3 y to read 1 < y

1 y .<16 x :1< .18
< x+y < 21

4

-3

C

0



-3

> 9 .as. 9-"< ?c
,

-<

9 < x

20 < x+y
--r

nothing can be said about the sum Of k and y:

tUPpose-that a, b, c and`W are numbers.

(a) if a < b and c < d, how do the sums a + ci ands b

< b + d

,(b) If a < b and c < d, how do the sums a + c and b

a + c < b +1:1-

6

4

4.
A

r

111

alb

(

':
'

3

24

, (A,

d. compare?

!'01*

d` cOmpare?
$ 4



Sample Test Items --'

*Air each of-the following me urements

A..,Identifythe.measure and the unit
1141..11W

B. Change each to an equal measurement using different unit.
, -

(a) 147 pounda.

(b) I-
1

hdura
2

'-(c) 5 4et

.(d) 6 quarts

Use one of the symbols, " < ", " lI, "->" to. make e;-true statement

foreach.of the following Pairs.

1(a) '10, 7

(b) 3 feet, Y17 yard

(:) 5, minutes, 3

(6) (5

7, c

Rewrite each pair of inequalities below So that they are'in the_seme.

sense. Write them ;as overlapping inequalities Wherever possible...

:(0. 7 6, 7 "<.9
lk

(1) 2 feet <.1 yard, I foot < 24 inches

(,c) p q > t ,

(d) .25.< 27, 251> 19

,(e) .3 hours < 1 day, 1 week >24 hours

Assume that U V W are lengths, and select thagi-eatest length iii

,-eaoh of the folloWing sUctements,;g possible.

%(al U < V <
,

(b) U V, 1.(> W

) 5 v/:--v. > w

u-<'v, V' > W.

U >1/ >

14,144. '

25343

,



With thepaper provided used as a unit measure' the length and width -bf,

.this paper and express the measurement as an, inequality.

length 'Note: Supply a small piece of con-

struction'xIaper as a stand,ard
=width/

unit of length.

Classify each of 'the following relations as transitive ,or not transitive",

"I

(a) "divides evenly into"

(1) "costs lq more than"

c) -"COstl' more than"

(d) "is the. uncle of"

7. X, I and Z are numbers.

of the following cases.

(a) W > Y, X >Z, Z < Y

tb) W X, X > Y,

i*"

> Z <

8. What can be said about the ,um of numbers M and N

(a) 23 < M < 26 and' 42 > > 35 , ,

State an inequality etween /and Z in each

(b) 27 :> M and 41 < 13

(c) M < 11 and 54 >N

(d) M < 32 and 42 < N

9- Complete the foll statements aCcUrately.,

'When two numb s are compared as to size, there1tre three possibite
results

(a) the beis may be

,(1)11.,the irst may be greater

(c) e first may be the second.

lb If three different people, Afin,:lioger, and Cathy. chose different units

to measure the length of a room 4nd -cape up with these inequalities of;

measure; which person chose the largest unit of measure?,

/Ann 34 < M-<;35. -

Roger 29 < m <.30 -
.

Cathy < m <41.2
,,-

',26
3 4

', ,



!!!' USilig the numberp a, b, c and d

(a) Give an example of a pair of inequalities in the same.

sense.

(b) Give an example of a pair of inequalities in the opposite

sense.

4.

(c) Give an example of
1
aPair of inequalities in the same sense
. k

which could be written as an overlapping inequality-.

4

12.: True or False. Circle T if you think the statement is true. Circle'F

if 'you think the statement is 'false.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

6 <>9 < 7

5 < 5 < 9

9 < < 7

> 7 >6 . T F.

9 < 10 < 11 F

*13. Complete the following table.

.

.

Stet ent
A

..

,

.

Conj. Statement
B

, Compound
Statement

(if *

...tpOssible)

A
(True
or

False).

B
(True )

..,Or ,

Talse)

.--,

Compound
Statement
(True or
False)

'a)

(b)

(c)-

(d)

.

(f)1:

(g),

5

10

<6
.

< 3

<12 ,

and

vv.v..... '''. .
:..

-4 -

. 6

5

15

< 7

<'6

< 2

.

t5

<5

.3.5

)

7.<

>7

.

6

......, ,

.

.

_

, .:.

.

.
. v

,.

:

,

.

T

F

.

---;

.

146.Sample Test' Items Answers

1

A. B.

Unit

pound-
,

hour

foot

'quart

27
.4 1.)

J,

IvreasigTmerit

21352*ounces,

90 minutes

I yards or'60 inches

12 4.ntspor I-1gallons

.



(c)

'(d) (5

> 7,
,

f et >11 yard-

mutes < 350 seconds

36,
1) =

LA

(e) 7 cannot be related to' c un'ess value for c is given.,

a)- <I, 7 < 9 -- 6 7 < 9.

)-.'-1 yard '> 2 feet, 24 inches > foot

1 yard > 2 feet > 2:foot

9r 1.yard-> 211. inches > foot

t < q (not overlapping)

. .

< 25, 25' > 19 27 > 25 > 19

3--heurs < 1 day, 24 hours <1 week

3 hours <1 dai <1,-week

3 hgyirs <'24-bours < 1 week J

r

`'(a) W
,

0

(b) -Can't tell; U may be equal to V.

(c) U,(d) -

(e) U
-

r'

y -

Should' be. of the form: bU < m < (b + 1) U

Size of !lb" depends on size of unit you issue.

.^-1=e;.)--1-a) transitive

(b) nottlnsitil:'re

(c) transitive'
40

(d) not transitive

(a) ,g< W

(b) <

^

28-

I



N "<

N <.kto YA

M <

(a.) ,Nothing can be said about the sum

) I \.

.74;

.

`'"":"tligtii''''the, second
., -,.. . ,

'c) '-Less thiiin 7-
:._ 1oger..1 7'

(a) '11`,a ,<bl c c'd A

: e(b) ak <... C > d,
..,
-cc) a \ '.1;:;. 4. < c

r.

(a) Fals:e

"(b) True'.

(c) . False
_/

of M and N

s 1

_Statement
k
Toni-.

,,. .

Statement
B

Compound
Statement

- (if
possible)

A
(TFue
or

False)

..-

. .

',B'
e .-.(True

of
False)

Compound
.Steitement-

(True or
False)

.
5
5

15

'7

,

< 3
< 7

> 7 ; ,
.8-'

k

, or

anelt

or
.

or.

or

!Wand

5

7

0.15

7

=

<

=

=

'

3 .

6

7.

9

.,.. 5 < 6 < 7 -.

, ,.

- .

5 < 3 or 5 .< 6

10<12 and.15< 2
..-

T

- 'F.

1

T

F

, T

.

T

F

F

F

F
,,

-

T

.
`F

.F

t

.

,

. .
>:-.

.....,

a r

ri

-.29

is
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2.1 Using Related Units in Measuring
. .

. _ .- i ,

,

. ,

:_ This _chapter begins with the Unmarked Stick Ekperiment to,illustrate the
1 .

,

.problems involved in, measurement, and ends with a discussion of the Tupber

)3* -Other iMpOrtant topics .treated are the Metric system of length, the
,... . 0.1,... , - ...

decimal approximations to a real number, the meaning of measurement to the

nearest unit, exponents and ciintific notation.

The exppriment should bring out the following mathematical icicles:
, ...

Chapter 2

. LENGTH AND THE NUMBER LINE

rs

1. The extension of the number system froT the counting numbers.(ppaitive
,

integers)of Chapter 1, when you placed units end-to-end, to the rational

numbers and other real numbers (irrational numbers) by :the constructions of

:calepter 2.

_2, The constructions use the following statement from geometry:

If a set of parallel /in4s cuts off equal segments on

it cuts off equal segments on every. other transversal.
A

never expticitly stated but It is used inJthe process

line. (See 'Figure. 2.) '

one transversal,

This fact is

of dividing the

A real number maybe defined in advanced mathemarptics, but we usually use

rational approximatiorit twepresent realnumbers.( = means approximately-

, eqU614$to-.)rjor example, Vr11k1.4142, lq 1 1.732, A 1 3.1416 .08333,
.

.49?9 . Mbre,nrecieely, rational numbers ere represented.090909,,

by repeating or terminating decimals wh e other real numbers are represented

by,non-repeating, non-terminating dp orals.

4.- The definition otpositiVe,snegative -"aririerO exponents` as'pofers oil 10
and .the'kaws.of exponents fOr.powers of .10.

,

.A length can be Trasured in many units by using appropriate

factors The measure of the length in terms of. one unit

into thetnre4re of the length in terms of anot,ner unit._

conversion \

can be transformed



>- 7

vort vi dne 11

pd &tic ., tt

dhciuy.- .Ltten s

1,-14t,aig)*stidt(Opics-Aiplatvly':15v,
2 sheet noteboOkiTeer aniatth

OfZ;graph:paper.k10 squares; Per inch

roll,,Of-maa,king tape

The purpose of this"experiment is: '
ti

'-' /1'1,7 ,f,:eS''

1. To,show that the choice of unit is arbitrary:, In addition, the choice

divisions of any unit is arbitrary. We use a decimal

system (Hindu-Arabic) has A base ten. Our monetary

metric system which we-find used on the calibrastion

cars, some rifles, and in the Olympic Games is a

of;the

system

system

number of equal

since our number

is decimal:-'4The

of'film sizes,

decimal system.

2.: Tb obtain

objecte.

foreign

upper and lower estimates for the

4 e AA

length measure
0-
of different

14

3. .Tb learn flow' to divide'a,length into equal parts:

4. To obtain a succession-of better estimates of a length.'

5. To compare'different student's estimates of the same length.

-6. tlb-reinforce the value of the decimal system.

evphaaize the need'for standard units.-

8.. lb discuss the copvetsion of units.

,

To discuss errors in measurement due to hutan variabiliiy

lietailt of the experiment: 4e.<-

Each student must bring,to the classroom a straight -edged- unmarked

stick approximately 15 inched long. The student. should use his stick_ to

:measure the length of one of his books. ,He.ihould record the result both-

asvan inequality and as an estimate to the nearest'Upit, illustrated in '

.7101e_'1 in 2.2 of student text. He should makea similar measurement and sx_

a. record Of the of .the door and of the width Of the classroom.

0

323 9.



. .

r

44'z-

'tample Data

,.:,Table I

measure of 44k nearer to1

< measure of dObr <5, nearer to 5"

15 < measure Of room < 16nearer to 15

All measures in,U, while' neighborib unit = 1.12U.

- He should; take two sheets of ruled notebook paPer and ,check that the
4,

sines are equally spaced by domparing the distance between lines on one.
.

Sheet with-the distance' between one pair of lines on the other Sheet as

illustrated in Figure 3,of the student text.

After deciding that the line's axe, equally.spetced,-Ale-'Sraeiit should

scotchatape the two sheets together.as illustrated in studenttext Figure 4.

6
,

,mgik the topmost'line With a zero and theq merle every third line con-
,

secutiValy with a numeral from 1 to 10. Place, the stick so that one end

Is lineduPwwith the'line marked 0 and the other end of the stick is lined

. up with the line marked,10. Uding the numerals from 1 to 9 1nclusive,:matk.

the
,

Points where the corresponding markAlines meet the Stick.'
. -

The experiment ,should.be done in stages. After,Ve data in Table I

has been ae.co ded, desirable to heVetsome class"discugsion about the
. 0

inadequacy 0 this measuring, instrument and the need for division., It should'

be emphasized that, forthe Time being, we de) not have any standard measuring

equipmrent and that we dq not have gny mechanical.means'for dividfng,lengths

into equal parte. We do, noOtnow4hat.the iinei on'the ncrU paper are'

eqUally spaced: This cheCked,in Step 2 b1' the experiment.' If we
'.

.11,

.1*

did. not have ruled papery w

stick an arbitrary distance apar
. . ,

cpss on.of marks on'one edge of,the'pa
<-1

edge' of the .paper and -then connect correspon

ould cOnstruct some. Make two marks on a
-.

t, .

,

Using this .dIstance lay off a sue-,

-We,do ,the same .on the other
,

ng lines as
i
gollowst

Figure.).

" 40



I N

haiii4e that the lines, need not be perpendicular to the edge of the paper;
.

. ..-ey-need only to be equally spaced. .

Before the stick is divided into laths, there should be a class_dis,
cussion of Figure 2.2 Begin with.a. triangle ABC. Then divide ae side .

7

'At and side BC into four equal parts. Draw lines through the corresponding
diiisions and oint out that the lines are. parallel: 'If another line, not.."

. .

parallel to e base, is drawn anywhere in the plane the parallels will cutparallel

`,off-,:three equal segmgnts", on it. Sae the figure below.
.-"

C
..:

Figure ,2

.

Use the stick marked into 10ths to again measure the length of a book, ,..... ..... . ,-,..,

the-height qf a door, and the width of.the room. Record the data in Table II.
(Teacher J , k-s,-.4--.40e"-c ; 4

-may stop here *ith some groups.:.,-- c,

x -
- . ir,.

Bit 414 15ata

Table .

70.6-< measure of b6Ok -< nearerrte--0.7'
measure -,of door < 4.9; nearer-to

_15.3 C Measureit,ofoom<-1,5.4, -nearer to

All measures in .U, While neighbor4tinit = 1.12U.'
. - , , ,.., ,.

Use 'a sheet of graph paper containing404quares tto the inch and number
successiveitia.ines sc;rf-it from 0 to 10 iticltuttiva.- Plece,one end _of the ,stick.

. _ .

on he db. Adjust the stick so that the point marked 1 on the
-.,

coinqdes with the line tnarked 10 on the peet of graph paper.4;Arit

th'a stioli at each point,whare the nuMbered iine* 'intersect it...-foWatrir., ).-
?-.1 .' ., i . ... i

hetitErrks should not be,pumbered. . This, procedure .has divided,the firs
Y " Nt4 , i i 3 7 , ^

. lgth cif the .stick into, 100ths, Corrtinue"-this procedure until:the e e i_

4 ,



0aat_tha .measurement of the book, the door and the ro6ih.

asu:r"ementa in - III. '

Sample Data
. .

Tattle III

< measure of book:< 0.69, nearer to' 0.68
meabure of door <4.8h-, nearer to. 4.8.k,

<measure of room < 15.32, nearer to 15:32....../

All meSsuret=inX, while neighbor's unit = 1..121.T. 4..4=-,

, .

z -).0- ",
"*".-c- t.

Tor later use, each student should measure -Ole length of his neighbor's

zitiCk to the nearest 100th of his unit.
.

5be student should be,ready to make

'dividing a 34:ne into an arbitrary number

divide a line -AB into four equal parts.

,direction and iey off five equally

a generalization Of the method.used in

-of equal parts -. ,Suppose we want to

Ffom pointA, &gm a lime, in an ari)4.7

spaced, bui,arbitra;:y11enstly3 on it .

the, end point of the fifth length C. Through C. draw a line_ in an:
. .

--...-...

arbitrary direction. Connect B with the fourth marked point on the line
... . .

:,...- ...

C, and let D be the pOigt of intersection of this 'Ifne with the new line...-... , ,
tfirough, C.. Day off the length CD three mare times on the. line CD. Connect

zfogi:, , -
..., -.. These wily divide thecorresponding points on the lines CD.Ahd AC.

- , _

me. AB into four equal-parts. See Figure, 3...,..
--a

,...- . ..

. ',..-.1e '

f

a

.

,

Figure' 3

35' 2
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Aft er the Atudent has completed his three sets of measurements , a class-,-
-o.

room disco ion about the difficulty in comparing the meastyrement8 of different

students,leads-naturally to the need for a standrird unit and tethe,iderodud

tion Of the metric system.
- ......

t-
.; Teachers desiring to use the technique of the Unmarked Stick Experiment

=00
for-other objects or events may use the Soda Straw Balance Experiment found

in the Physical Sci;nce'Study Committee, Physics, Laboratory Guide. Heath,

1960,Jpage 11.

Exercise 1

1. Explain why moving the sheets along each other as indicated in Figure 3

shows -Oat the lines are equally spaced.

If the lines were not equally spaced, they would not coincide
.

or mAtch,

How do you know that your procedure for dividing the stick into ten

parts of equal length really'Vorke? Devise...a method to divide the

stick into seven equal parts.

If the lines are equally spaced, then any pther line drawn across

, these lines is divided into equal linesegpents by these fines.
to

-Plate thestick so that the ends of Stick are on lines marked

- 0 and 7,then mark on the stick where the linet--,marked 1 through

n 6
. - -

meet the stick&
.

34 If you are measuring your desk wih,a meter stuck marked in'-divisions

down to millimeters, how many deci401 places will you be able to give
_

in the measure inequality if the measure is 17asedOn, units of

(a) Meters?

' Answer: 3 4
..,-A,(b) Centimeters?

Answer: 1 :

(c) Kilometers?

Answer: 6

-Measure the length -.of your neighbor's stick withy6ur:stick'and:ffild.

its measure. to the nearest hundredth of your Unit. U$e this number to
--.

convei,his data in Table.Itomeasures in terms of your unit. lb,the, i

1

,
reAults you find thisvay agree with your measuremeat4 noted in Pal:deli?_,

i r
__.-----/

li-rthe,agreement is unsatisfactory, can you give some ;e*pleination fbr

tte1.i.gispgreemnt?
.,

'

4..*
,disagreement?..,,,, _, 7.7.- - ,,,,,A,,,, N: 1 t, I ,,0

-_,. _

360

_ ,5 z,
)

.. t

.,



-
.

Convert your,neighbor's data in TableIII to measure in terms of your

Do these results agree with your measurements, noted in Table III?

lathe agreement between your resultp and your neighbor's results better
_

or worse now than in Problem 5?
,

-4 Eine51-'71,t us call the length of your stick 1U, arid pall the length

of your neighbbr's stick 1V, and thea:we find-that

1V = 1.12U.

.Thentf he measures the width of the room as 1.26V, we can convert

to V units as followa:

0 1.26V = 1.26 x (1.12U) 1.4112U.

Since the neighbor's length was measuied only tothe nearest 100th

of a unit, this result should be rounded off to 1.474

Notice also that from (1) we obtain

lU = 1112 v-689v

by dividing'ty 1:12 (or multiplying by
1;12)

to convert U- measures into V-measures. 4

Say the desk measures 1.37U; then
,

1.371,= 1.37 x (089V). = 1.2193V

and we round off to 1.22V .

.3 The Metric System of -Length

r

As stated in the first purpose of 2.2, the choice of unit ia arbitrary .

and the choice of equal divisions is arbitrary, but...the metric systeM pro-
.

vides.us with a variety of units each of which is divided in ten equal
.

sions. -Therefore, it is a decimal system. In the stadent tekt, we have
4 °

limited the discussion to themetric system of length. The teacher may feel

-,he needs to include'other objects and events such as area, voluMe or capaoityi
,-

weight or mass;' density and'velocity. For example, the "glugs" or 'fish !

weaghts",,used in Chapter 4 of the text could be used for'arbitrary Units of

capiCitY and masi'reapectively., .

,

so that it is possible

.44
,57

4,-.444a

ttaTeqsspoulpbecome familiar with the prefixes used in the metric,:
,--

sstell. Ira-Fy should lie directed to various sources of reference for their,

311forWmtion.' -; 1 /1
I

t

'
I

,

i

. .
Notice thgt in this textla len h of:one meter is.not the length,ot opq

lAmpartreular distance but is a property of,allsticks, or objects, Ci di-Stances_

-
I,



`" which have the length one meter. Therefore, a statement

1 meter = 100 centimeters

is an actual equality, since one meter and one hundred centimeters are both/
names for the saute length. A length such as 3.6 meters means a length which

is 3.6 times a length of I meter. That isywhy-we can write

lit
,3.6m = 3.6 x (lm) = 3.6 x (100 cm) = 360 cm

ands100cm is therefore the conversion factor tochange from meters to

such as

centimeters. Similar*, since

and

'
lcentimeter = 101

0
meter

1
360cm = 360 x (1 cm) = 360 x

100
m) = 3.6 m

the conversion factor to change'from centimeters to meters is'
100

Problems 4 and 5 of Exercise 1 show this conversion for the student andbis

neighbo-ts units. Thi-s procedure, can be extended to other systems as the

probl indicate.

2.

Exercise,2

Millimeter
MeasUre

Centimeter
Pleasure

Decimeter
Measure .

Neter
Measure

a .

)
(575015

_
5672 67. 0770.

b 2047 204.7 . '20.1f7 2.047

c
-

.056. .00.5 . .00056 -.00005

d 2300 230 43) 2.3

. .40.Measure
i::Dekameter * Hectometer

Measure
Kilometer
.Measure

5.672' .i.5672.' .05672

b .2047 . .02647 02047

_

.0000.056 x6000056' ,.060006056

. 23

.

. 023 ,, f ..0023

:
f.

.e*

I

a.

Describe a counting process that could lead to a meter- measure of

*:-.

..

23.987--
, .

8
i

4f5, counting 23 meters, 9, decimeters; 9 centimeters, and 7 millimeters.
. , .

3Pcb



,4,i,A,A1Ometers.= 5000 meters

--'256 Millimeter = .000256 kilometers

:22454entimeers = 12450 millimeters

536' centimeters = 5.6 kilometers

TEtoot = 1 inch

7 760 yardigt V ,e

, 11",
I'Angstrom

100,000,0004-
centimeter

- ,

6 feet = I fathom

16 i;'feet = 1 rod

1
T,-- inch 71 centimeter

(a) 12 feet = 144 'latches

(b) _ 20 yards

(o) -12,000 fathoms = 72,000 feet
1

(d) 1 000 Angstroms . ----- meter
-10,000

96.

65 1 meter
1

3.24 feet (1 m . 100 cm = 100X
1 '1

100 X h750 X () rtl

(f) -1 inch = 254,000,000 Angstroms (1 in = 2.54 m = .
2.54 *(100,0 0,OO 0 Angstro4)

and 2.5 . Successive Approximations to a Length Measure and

The Determination of Length Measure

The aim of these two sections is to show the students that.a sequence of
-

loier,and upper estimates can be obtained for the measure of any length, and
.

toconvince,him that this sequence defined acnumber. The text intentionally

ignores tA,,,distinction between rational end, irrational numbers. It may be

esirable, with some students, to point out the distinction to show that every

,raiohal hurter has a periodic decimal expansi;dh. Conversely, every per-

icodic decimal represents a, ratlena1 number. Finally, shdW that'a

terminating, nonperiodic decimal is an irltional number, and conversely.

hi material for this topic Can be found in SMSG Mathematics for JuniOr..,,
1 A t

,High School, Volume 2, Part I, Chapter 6, Or Ir4ng Adler, The NewMatheMatics,
. ,

fitor
0

39
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c
Exercise. 3 44,

Which of the following is a more accurate estimate for the same length?

',a) 3.25.< d < 3.26 in ineter measure Or

3256 < d <'3257 in millimeter measure

3256 < d < 3257 in millimeter measure

*(b),, 561 < d < 562 in centimeter, measure or

56 < d < 57 in'm/llimeter measure,.

561 < d < 562 in centimeter measure
, . ,

(c) 4789 <d"<-4790 in.millimetpr measure, , or

4.789 < d < 4.790 in meter measure

boththe same'

. 'Which of the llowing gives the most accurate estimate of.a certain

length?

(a) in meter measare 5.81.< d < 5.82

(b) in kiloieter measure 0.0058 < d < 0.0059

(c) inmillimeter measure '5811 < 5812

(d)` in centimeter measure 581.14 < d < 581.15
zi

(d) is the only correct respouie

3. Suppose the dekameter measure m of a'length satin iel the inequality

8.9674 < m < 8.9615, Write inequalities for m in terms of the unite.'

used .in Problem 2.

if
(a) in meter measure' 89.674 < m <9.675

(b) in kilometer measure 0.089 < m < 0:089675

(c) in millimeter Measure 896 m < 89675

(d) in centimeter measure '8967.4 </ark 8967.5

At what stage inthe following series of approximations has the*

Procedure of successive subdivision been vidlateft

I I

5.6 < d < 5.8

5.63 5.. ,<,5.64

5.b3l < d'i< 5.632

+!

, Dries any; one of these inequalities contradict, another?
I 4

't

No.'-

O



Exercise
4

1Write.down,the first five, uccessive estimate inequalities in decimal

-0#14to'the:following length measures:

-49=3747921

. 49 m < 50

49.3 < m < 49.4

49.37 < m 19.38

49.374 < m 5 49.375

49.3747' < m < 49.i748

(b) 8.999999

8 < m 9

8.9 < m <9.o

8.99 < m <9.0o

8.999 < me< 9.000'

8.9999,< m <9.cl000

(e) 3.22

0

;!,(d)-,.y."

3 <m.< 4

< m < 3.3

3.22 < m < 3.23

3.220 < m < 3.221

3.2200 < m <3.22ol

< <5
.1

4.0-< m < 4.1

4.00 m <

4.000 < m,<!4.00l

4.0000 < m
0

4 < m < 5

4.5 < m < 4.6

4.5o. 4.51

. 4100 < m <

4.g000 < m <'4.500l

.14

t. 9

t '41 A8



4 < m < 5

4.1 < m < 4.2

4.14 < m < 4.15

.4:142 < m < 4.143

4.1428'tm < 4.1429

.Guess the value of m in each of the fallowing cases:

(a) 4 < m < 5 ,

4.1 .< m < 11,2

4:16 < m
A

4.166 < m < 4.167

and so on

(b) 2 < m <3

2.6<m<2.7
2.66 < m < 2,c67

2.666 < m <2.667

and,- so oui

2
2

3

3 < m <'4 (

3.1.< m <3.2%

3.14 < m.<3.15
3:141 <m

5 < m < 3.1416,,

.14159 < m <.3.14160

,nd so on"

Of which of your answers are you certain?

. Hone.

0

1. v

4 -

.6 How Lengths Are Quoted in Practice
.

,

.°-4.

,Merly:etudents:bonfuse ...rounding off" a number when the teacher specifies

.the_AUmber-of significant figures one time and the number of decimal places
A ' ..,,
nother:time. The,scientit.fic notation coming up will overcome

?'

this difficulty.
0,

,

The problem posed when the last digi\ie5 does not appear here because we are

42
t
r,fs 4,-.41C. :CC k



rounding off-"with trOb of'an inequality. The inequality specifies whether

e given number is closer to the number'below or.,the number above. For

''example, the student is not asked to round off a number such as 2.75but,

dniteaa, to giir" the two-digit figure nearest:to m where we knol4 that
..

a.75 < m < .

] early, the anewer in this case is 2.8 . If the inequalitic are not

and' yOU are pressed to round off 2.7p, it is suggested that you round to

:the next highest unit (inIthis case tenth); thus, the rounded value is 2.8 .

1. ItOw

,

many' significant

(a) 573.02

(6) 2.91

(e) 3.14155

.6o5706.

(e) 5,296;000'

3.72

2. r Quote the follqwing measures to

ExereiSe 5

figufes are there in each of the following numbers?
/Ift

5

3

6

. 4

4 (possibly

4 (possibly'3),

(a) 34.06°<m < 34%07

) .6765 < m' .0766

1374 . < m < 1375

(d7,7.000567 < m < .000568

(e) 25,783 < m < 784

(f), 125 .< m < 135

(g): ;0195 < m < .0205.

implied 'by

is'-aPproximatel.

two. significant

34.

.077

(a) 2.6

(b) .075

(c), '2604

(a) 17059

(e) .003

) 276.53

1400

.00054

30,000

'13a

".020

the follow* mess

2.55.0g m <-2.65 ,

0745 < > lz .A0755 'to

2603.5 < m < 2604.5

1.0585 < m < 1.0595

,.0025 < m < ;0035

,276.525 < T < 276.535

I

figures:

'O. 43

rr

ti

tr. d

Statements,:

44 G.

-
.

°
. '7f

ei!
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EkPonents

Ekpopentia1 notation Dar powers of ten is introduced.

that in the beginning only powers of ten be used. Notice that the defipition

of an exponent is changed slightly. The new definition.haathe advantage

that A zeroeXPonent has a natural meaning aid: that, later on, negative:ex-.,
:ponentS will fit in quite naturally. --

It is recommended

10
n'
wheTe n is a positive integer is defined 10 x 10 X ...

n :

10 X 10
m

is defined 10n 41 2 . Therefore,

ion X 10 (
-n)

='10
n44-n) 6= lo

10
n

10
n
X

1
- 1

10
n 41

10 0
''

',then 10 0 = 1

.44

and

--A
n factors

Exercise 6

,V4

-Write these numbers in a fOrm that does not contain exponents.

4

.

(a) 63.475 x 102' ,6347.5

1(b) -2,3 X 10k - -, 23,000

-4:(d) 0:0004 x 103 Q.4

'(d) .10.562X 100' - 10.562 .

(e)- 106 . :- 1,000,000

(f 3.008 X 10/ 30.08

(g) 16.0X 1'03 16;000 .---4---

(h) .5e. 280 x 3.04 , '2,800:
(i) 10 X 10$ 1000

(j) .1 x 102 x 103 192.1.222
,.

2. Write these numbers in a form using exponents in such rfway that t

.decimaq, point follows the first significant figure.

(a) .6,400,000 , ' 6.4 x 1:06'
.(b) 6,475 N 6.475. x 103

e) 4.56 '4.56 x 109
(a) 31111.,159 4 3.14159 X 105..

I .4
..

34000,000,000 ' 3 x 3.09
, `: ' , , ,

(f) 256 : ''. !. 2.56 k-10 -...:

t/iTg); 9,327.60 9.3275'6Q X-1.03

-(A).' 98:763 9.8763 X 10
' .

r ,
04, IN,

N



the:-rollpwing are correct?.

X:103 X 102 *.20'X 105
7 X.101 x 4 x 105 = 111 X 106.
2 X t0,34 X 3 x.io2 = 6 x
19;x.100 x 7 x 103 = 133 ;el.?'
162:x 1o3 =105

t62.x = 1.05

3,X 102 x 5. x 103 = 1.5 X
x 1.2 x 103 .= 1.44 X'65

.(1) 100 X 2 X100 = 2 X.1
`.-(J)' 11 X '102 X 2.56 .= 2.816 X 104

(k.) 160 X 2.5 x 100 = 4 x 102
, 11) 5 x 10 z< 2 X 10 = 103'

A k,

(EtT(c),0.,(0), (e), (i), (k), (1)
Note: Theie answers are numerically .correct. Some

answers are not wrfttea in scientific notation.

Fill in the blanks.

(a) 2:345 km = 234,560 cm
'(b) 2.4 km = 2400 M

-- (c) 9.0000647tv*. o.0064 cm

(d) 5.62 cm = 0.0562ta
r1

(e) 33.6 mm = '0.0000376 km

.(f) 37.76 x 202 cm = '37,760 mm

(g) .057 .X.102 m = ,700`Imn.

(h) 3,762,598, mm =Tr762598, km

(i) 4:578 X'105 cm.= 1i 578 km

(,I) 4.61 x .106 M = 67,0000000 cm
(k) 2.58. X 10° cm = 25.8. MM

.605r X .103 M $700-MM

7.

1

=Negative 4Rxponents. Scienilifrc
.

e use of negative numbps,as, exponests here dor ri-or,linpirc the nTesajty

'developing negative 'numbers tener at this ttime. regat3\ivieS

4

onent, 14...Only an alternative notationei.foc"rn to the 14se of positive exponents
.. , , . .

I' - . I' ]
n.ihe denominators. It would be better toi. defer a discussion of ,negative
hibeigUritiilhe number line is-developed. 1

. .,

5 7



4

.
The'atudent sho41ddisqpver for himself that exponents add when powers

are multiplied. He should also .discoverfor himself the ,mles.,,Egr the addi-

tiontion of'signed numbers.' In some cases the stunt Will also discover that
- .

"exponents subtraot"when powers, are divided.

.4; P. '

Exercise 7,

7;xpress in scientific:nottIon. Use a World Almanac or similar reference

'book to get the appropriate numbers were they'are needed.
-Je

The speed of light correct"to two signifitant figures.

8 ,

3.o x 10 m/sec or 1:9 X 1054mi/sec

2. The speed of ligrt correct to five significant figures.

"2,9979 x 108 m/sec
YIN.1..

3.ThenubberofAngstromunit;A:n one centimeter.

4.

.6.

The

The

The

The

The

Lfy .

x 10 cm ,

number of

1 X 10-3 m

number of

1 X 10
6

km

annual budget ofelhe United States.

$, 9.6)x

meters in onemillimeter.
. 1

4

I

kilopleters in one millimeter.

(1964)
% .

magnitude of the area af the United States
1 4* 6 2

3.615222 X 10 miU. S. area.

magnitude of. the

.in,,,square miles.

. tt
.

are your, 'ate square

ot-. "'"" 5 '2
5;004 X 10 mi ; Connecticut area

.1

9. Thertatio of the number in Problem 7 to the Wilber in Problem g. _

.
- e . . .

Carry out the indicated calculations and'write the answer in scientific4'
- 1,'

AlaSka=grea

. .
1 2

5.009 X 10- mi,

notation.
6

5 lk, 1C0 L f, , , _ area (Coyill. ) ,' 3

i'V
40agq,out,the inqsa_ted calculations and write the answe in scientific

r

..... ,f I

10.4 '0..6 X 103) 4.1 X-10`0 ) ..--- 1.76 10;-''
ri 4e.

3:6 )-( 10 )'< f, Area ,:-6V.S.A ) 1

e

notatiom. t
"



:6'x 103) *(1.1 X 102 ) .= 1.76 X 10 .

10-3) x (1.1 x le) = 1.76 x lo-1

"(1:6.x.)1;L2) ,x (1,1 x 10-2) .2-76 x 1o5

Use the facts. that 6. in 1 yd and 2.54 cm:,=.3
.

i ;cm, in yards .

.

1.09 X 10
-2

yd
, ., .

If the ifpeed of light'is 1.86 X 105 miles per'second, change it

into express,,

,
-- to meters per second. Use i, mile

,
=.5200 X 12 in and 1 in = 2.5:4 cm .

. f
'

.$:

2..-99-x 108 m/see

The Ilumber Line.
1, , A,

This section introduces the student to the number line. Only positive

numbers are indicated to allow,for the possibility_tbat_tbe instructor may not-'

to discuss negative numbers at this class le el. 'However, the zero is

placed nside 'fie line so that the instructor can raise the question of what

:numbers can be assigned to-thepoints on the, aft of zero.

.1

..For further discussion see Mathematicsfor Junkor High ,School, Volume 2,,

Chapter 6;

, EXercise 8,
-, .

,-,,,--

..
,.*......

Draw youi own number'line to cover the first ten counting numberst:
,,, ,_

Plarkthe following.nilibers on it as accurately.as you -can:

2,;1, 9.5, 8,.6,i.§., 5.25, ,6.375, 41k, - j ''

:-.

If ..b 2 i ik 5.25 6475,. v 8.6 . 9.5 ...,.

I 3 , 4 .6: 6 ' i . 8 ' 4 1

On another line, making each unit 10 cm in length, mark the

4lowing numbers: "12:,
3

.1.26,, 17- '1.46 .11 ]:,e.
' ' , 11'

, 6
range these( numbers an ascending.o der of magnitude.

-1 --t .' 1 .

-1,
,A

I 1 JA: III
2 -,-,-

., i .1.26 1:3

1.2'

F iii-.

....

r'



3: "Illustrate 2 ;!, 3 'a number tine. .4;

o

. -

.5

.3&

.11

I 2
3'

4 .. "5Y t

.1
4. 0n...the number line mark tile points repr.',senting the following numbers:

' , ..-1," :-
,.

7,.-r i 5 7 9 11 13 ,,
''l

-2, ...' Y, 3, 2 ' -2-
,:.

1

-.'
1

.

3
'2
i I

5
2
1

g2
I 1" et

-t .
5
1 i

1 1

2
I

j 13

2'
1 .1 1 ; i

J--

;

1
,

3 4 5 6' 7 10

(a) On the number line mark the points, representing- he following
1 2, 3 4 5 6 7

numtiers: -5' b' 7, 13' g

3'
2.
4

2.
5 7 8

.Et
10

7
9

,(b) ;Which of these rational numbers in part a) can be written as

exact Ocimals3

2" '3 6 8
= = .; = r5; =

If. it ip possible, express each of the fol owing numbers, as a Pimple

fraction who'Qe.pumerdtqr and denominator both. integers.

-1(e)--1-
I '

112) .333--
(e)

, "14_

1

riot .possilble

. .
.225 4.

-13

(e) not possible

(f)' .8333

(g), 777....

1 1.
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5

'.Sample Test Items,

1,7 Fill irf the-k-OLlowivg blinks./

(a`).- 7- kilometers
, .1 '

......

/ .tseteri.
.

(b). 265 millimeters = . " kilometers:.
.. . c. 4,

(c-), 2178 centimeters =,,, : .millimet'ers.

. kilometers. i(d) 635 centimeters

2.. Write down the first fiVe_suCcessive estimate inequalities, decimal

form, to.the following length measures:-
I

kt (a) 94.:1297473. .".1,-,'fr(b)
1

I

. . 4u,
''''-.... - °31 'Write the inequality implied by the following measure

),-

411 .-- ...._m is -approximately' -8,.6 .
, ,

,,

4.. Wrile. these numbers in a torm`that;does

:-..7°. " . -- e

ca) 36.745 X 16------ ;
(t) 3.2 )( 10-3

statement:-

s
not, contain exponents..."

. Write the following numbers in scientific notation:,

6 .,.
(a) 8,575,000... - , \ ,- .." --- -" -

(b) .000893 .. =. 4.,

.
.

.,..:-
. _ .: , ,

. "5,4.. ,..._7 . - k,
(e) 3..47 =

_ _ . 1 : '41 i

: -

Carry, out the indicaied multiplications itt.d write the answer in,

scientific- notatiof. , 1
-

(1-11-:>c 3.0

w a milker line representing the.first 10 counting_nunibeks and
0.-

IOCate 'the-following points, on it: .

32-
. 31" 10

r-
_1 .1

t I.,
a ,er .

Lt(

. ,. r I5°01),

.



st6 Test Items 4
.

. .

7.009

b 00065 km

c)- 21780 tea

..603.6p5 km
:.411110

) 94 < m < 45 . (b)
94.1 < < 94.2

< <",94.13 --

C

94,,129 <,m < 9"2,1,-130_
94.1297 < m < 94.1298

3. . 85rD2 < 8.65

(a) -367,450
(b) .0032'

(a) 6.575 x106

CO 8.93 x 10-4

(c) 3.47 x 10
0

/6. 1.82 x 102

7 41.24:

0 -I '2. 3 g 5.

7-z-*f ;
9-

it

. 1,

52 58

4 <m
-

5
4.2 < 11,-3

"4:25

-4.250 <- < 4.251

-4.2500 <22 < 4.2501

No(

-

Z ,

- .

? . ,

T

...-

4.,

.-
:--

-1,*

1"
7;1

. 1.

: '



Chgp,ter_3
.

7,0 -

RELATIONS, FUNCTIONS AND GRAPHING

3:i7) -Introduction

/ .

41:
a

tzt t

In this chapter, 'three mthematical- concepts are developed: (1) the

definition of larelation (2) . the definition of a function, and (3) graph-
.

ing ofider.,pairs by a coordinate system in a plane. In addition to these

three Concepts, it is hoped that the student will gain a strong feeling for/
the meaning of the domain and range of relations and functions,

This material is developed with the ,;d. Of two rather simpleexperirnents:
..

/(1) the cantilever of books, and (2) the graduating of an irregular bottle..

' -F The first experiment deeils wftli a funelion inlos>iange and domain are. discrete./..,c.:

Z.:
/ The second experiment develops a function Atch is continuous It is possible

to consider fractions of glugs, and therefore, inteimedill'e- ints can be :_ .
z:-.

"ma:. -Both..experimants shOu.la. point out to the student 4 ne to consider

,Very, carefully all 1-1Tnitations placed upon the domain and range o a.funCtion

-Or a relation.

A good reference for, relations, functions, domain, range, and nuippings

may be found in Principles of Mathematics, ALlendoerfer and Oakley,McGraw7Hili,

196,,Cliapter 6.

,;- .
- . .,

.

, As in all. experiments, students sho user,cekre in otita.inirtigt .data gran
3 _

Ole experimentaxin this chapter,: Accuracy!in_measurApsi In reading resultei-
kr.-.Z-W-t-,-;'''''' I._....-!---."--!---"-- )--

as ..10,.7.n.yerforraing th...ee.,:2erjstenift:irilf\lead. ft.Odiore'satisiying results..,

4 ,, .: -.*; .
, Students ahould,:te cautioned to _keep iheir data since it will be used' '

--..-`:'",-- --.-e----- -: -- - 11,--,-- i--,,,

4'.::,- nat}bsequant sections ,and.'..chapters: Since the data is tci,be.,r.etaine01, ..iil- .

' . -.
'i.iid--be w Lt to Tait Iti.*:"Such 'a form:that it *ill be intelligible. at a-

-"

^ ..," .'
Doniaiii-gir- -:

= 0.(Name UniterY=.-.

.1 ..

Range

='('Name units)

.

.

:

1

.

, ..
.

.53.

9

.>-^",

Figure'l
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G.tideredPairS

emphasisemphasis in this section{ is on ,o

i

s#1developmept of ordering numbers and things, as expressed in this chapter,

;

4

ering pairs. of things. The practice

Should make it seen very natural to tthe student. The following..example Is
J.4

close`- -to graphing, and *care mu t be used not to develop this point too
. ,

4'
,far. Graphs will be carefully deve ped in subsequent sections.

The.position-of students ./n the classroom as expressed in row and ,,,seat

. numbers is a set of ordered pairs that can readily be used as_an example.

Row 2 seat 5 might be the seat that. John Occupies, .Row 3 seat 4 the seat as,'

signed to Jim, and row 5 seat 2 is Tom's seat. As ordered pairs these might,

',be written as (2,5), (3,4) and (-5,2). It must be noted that unless the impor-
-..-

.tance of -order is stressed, the positions of John and Tom could be cOdTused.

Order; then, is a necessity if consistent:understanding and agreement is to be

reached. Note, too, that this set,of Ordered'pairs does not constitute a mean-

ingful relation.'
!ti

Supplementary- material ,may be found in

"Mathematics for Junior High,School", Voj.ume-2,Part.1,SMSG;, I :

"Exploring Modern Mathematics', Book 2, Keedy, Jameson and

.Johnson, Halt, Rinehart and Winston,l963;.

and many other books.

3.3 Relations .

"_

--In the text, a- relation isdeSined,--itS a set' of pairs. This may

.s.eem strange. However, we note that a set'M of ordered pairs'defines a fele--

tion R in the follofTing fashion. XR Y, (X is related to Y), As-true-if there

is an element of M havi X as its member and Y as its second'member;.

otherwise, X R Y ia.fal . The set of firstelements.ofthe ordered pairs in

Priathedomain, and the set of second elements is the range.- The relation

pairs elementa_of the_daltiligswith_those of the range.

,For example, if.R is the relatron-"less than" (<) and X is th et

ofi real numbers, then '2 T 3 is Meaningful and,true. 'More generally)

.tion is the set of ordered pairs contained in the coordinate plane between the.

C.;

line x = kand,the positive x,exis.
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_.(March, 31 days) (September, 30-days)

(April, 30 days)
o

(October,.,31 days )

(May, 31 days) (NoveMber, 30 days)
,.: 0

((rune; 30 days) (December, 31 days)
- 1

,

-

4.

(a) There are 12 ordered pairs in the set.
,

, ..s,i
... . ..

(b). There are 12 elements in the domain of the relations.

January, February, March, etc. .
-

(o) swei elements inthe range.:., (29, 30, 31):

(A) ,There are 3 elements in the range Ofthe relation.

. . _,....,

- 2. Suppose -we had used the yeal. following a leap-- year in Problem 1.

t

, 4"

I* c
)

iMake a,set Ot ordered pairs by assigning to e

.i"1 f;
e nvaber 7f days it contains.

,

(a ) ow many ordered pairs are in the set? ' :e

--Cb . ow many elements are in the domain of the ,relation?
..e

' (c) Write the set of, elements ins the range of the relatjon.p

i
Hint: In a set an element is,listed on).sy once.)

id)
How many elements are in the range of the relation?

i,..

Exercise

C.1"intsth of 3a leap year

; t -

CJartUaryi31 days) (July,;31 days)

',-(February, 29 days) (August, 31 days)

r

)

Would you htve answered Problems 1(a - d), any differently?.Why?
,an.

Yes. 1(c) would have been answered differently,-since-the
,...*...4... ,

set of elementt in the range would be,(28, 30, 31).
. , ,

'February has 28 days'except duri5 a leap year. ; [

- -,--4.---- -- -...../ .1
..... .

34 0.Wilhe domain-4f a certaiwraation isthe set-(.7$4°122,'1)? the range is

the set (b,.C, A, D).' From this informs ion form one relationthaving

/ , five ordered patIOtnd one relation having seven ordered pairs.
,...,

There are many relatiolis that ppn:,be obtairxed'from thein-
, ,

formation,sivenln Ptob1em.3. These answers are two of the
, ,

many.

1n((7;B), (7,C),'(10,C), (:7D))

7) f(Y,B), , (o,d), (7,D))

Use the index in the bad.lt cif one of your texts to obtain ordered pairs.

(a) List four ordered pairs where different elements of the domain

share the same'eleieni of the range....
/ a

(b) ttgt four ordered pairs where different eTements of the range

,are assigned to the same element of the domain.

55 61



The SMSG text Mathematics fosJunior High, School, Volume 6',

Part II, was used to illustrate apossible solution to this
o

exercise.

(a) (additive inverse,,237), (multiplicative inverse, 237

(repeating decimal, 247), (terminating,dec4maly!,247)...

(b) (exponent, 121), (exponent, 126), (expOnent,

(exponent, 149)

5: Given the following sets of ordered pairs:

(a) (1, (4, 2), (5, 2), (6, 3), (7, .3)

(b) (0? 0), '(1, 0), (2, 0), (3, 0)

determine_ the _domain and range:

(a) ,Domain (1, 4, 5, 6, 7). Range (2, 3)

(b) Domain (0, 1, 2, 3). Range (0)

3.4 An experiment (Cantilever experiment)

The cantilever experiment requires the following materials for each
1_1!

group of stude*1.

-5 identical books

or

5 identical_ boards

1 filet ruler., with metric scale
....m,

...

hard
_i_ 1.,...1''

If books areUffed;,'theYShoulaEave hard covers. Paper covered or soft.lwoks
. _ .

will Mend and, therefore, are not suitable for this experimeue.

Although balancing the books is not too difficult; the student may exper-

ience same trouble making an accurate measurement Of the overhang..,. It may be

much simpler for him to, measure to the nearest centimeter. The ruler can be

paaced with its end against the edge of. the' table under the bottom book. A

second ruler, or Plumb, can be hung close to the top book to give its projection

on ttie'meastiring`ruler. ;This is illustrated EePigare

wx
,

v2 .56
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1

,..

Figure 2

Ehphasize to the student.that the numbers used in the text are only ex-:

amples. The numbers the student obtains will differ from the example given

for the data depends on,many factors.

Finally, it should be noted that the second numbers of the ordered pairs

are not obvious, and prejudging the results will usually lesfl to error.
4

x

3.5 Graphing of Ordered Pairs
.

_,t, , ,
__ . '.'

,. _ _

LAefore.launghing into this section, it wOuld.be well to determine student=

'understanding of coordinates and of the real numbers.

Most students will already know that a coordinate is a point on the -num-

ber line associated with...a particulaf value. He must.also recognize that the

' number musttell, both the distance and direction of the point from the 0-point

if is to completely fulfill the c itiOns necessary for a coordinate.

The set of all numbers which are associated ^with points On the_number

TLineMay,:heC,Siled the set of real numbe s. Here the direction from the

0-plint differentiates between the negat ve real numbers and the positive

real numbers.

For further discussion of the topics, refer to

"Mathematics for the Elementary School", Grade6 Parts '1 and IY, SMSG;

.

-\ 63
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f:IT"First Course in Algebra", Parts I and II, SMSG;

"Mathematics -For Junior,, High School", Volume 2, Part I, SMSG.

Exercise 2

4

Graph (by drawing ari"ows from one number line to another) each of the follow-

T

ing sets of orc;Pred pairs.

1. ((1,1), (2,3), (3,6), (4.0.0), (5,1))

(a) What are the elements' of the domain?'

(b) What are the elements of the range?

(c) If a relation contained the above ordered pairs, and if the number 6 ,

were also,an element in the domain of this relation, what would you

guess for thN corresionding element in the ranges if the same pattern

were repeated?

15
14i3
12-
11--
10
-9-
8-
7-
6

5
it

3
2
g.

15
14
13
12
11
109
_8

7
6

5

31

.2. ((1,1), (2,2), (3,3),

4111(a) What are the elements of the domain?

What are the elements of the range?: . .
.

(c)141N the ordered pair (6,6) also an element in the set aefined by', ..

this .relation?" Why?

10 10 , ..*, -

9_ ,(a) domain: Ll 3 4 5)

8 _ 8, NY rLrige:- (1,2,S,4,5Y

7 7 7' (c) No. The ,element 6 is not

6 -,-. 6 'contained in either the set

5 ,)" 5 ,

4 4
of elements of the domain or

3 3 the set of elements of the

2 > 2' range.

1 )^ 1

0:- .. , 0

s 1
. .

(4,10,5,5))

(a) domain: (1,2,3,4,5)

(b) range: (1,3,6,10,15)

(c) 21 could bea good guess

since the graph shows that

the difference of the ele-

ments in the rangg for

succeedingorder pairs'in-

creeses by one as the It
element in the°domain

increases by a value of

one.

586
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3. ((1,),,(2,2), (3,3), (4,2), (5,3), (61,2)).

It

4

(a) What are the elements (4 the dorbin?

(b) What are the elements of the range?

(c) If a relaticontained the above ordered rs and if the

number 1 were also an element in the domain of this rela-

tion, what would you guess for the corresponding element in

the range if the same pattern were continued?

(d)' If the number 8 were an element' in the domain of a relation

'similar to that describetiin part (c), what would you guess

for the corresponding element in the range if the same pat-
44°

tern werefftntinued?

(e) State a rule for writing ordered pairs belonging to a rela-

4ion similar to parts (c) and (d) if the domain were the

counting numbers 1 through 10d'.

(a) domain: (1,2,3,'4,,6)

6' (b) range: (2,3)

c)' 3
5 5

(d) 2

4 (e) If the element of the domain

3 3 is an even umber, then th

element of , range assigned

to it is the number 2.. If

the element of the domain is

- 0 an odd number, then the*

element_of=the_rangelassigned

to it is the number 3.

2 2

1

((3,1), (2,2), (1,4), (2,), (3,6))

What'are the elements of the domain?
- 7

(b) What are the elements of the range?

(c) If a relation contained the above ordered pairs,and if the-
r- '-

number 4 were,also'in the domain'of this relation, what '

would you guess for the corresponding element in the range

if the same -pattern Were continued?

ti
59
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(1,2,3). .

1-

Each:of the following graphs, (5 - 10), defines a relation. Lpt a set

of ordered pairs which defines the same relation. Listthe domain and

the range for each relation.

5.

14o

120

70

6o.

50.

4o .

30.*

6.

-,195
'12

90

85

The ordered pairs are

(3e,85)y,(4o,9o),-(50,lo5), C60,120 ,

(70,140)

The ordered pairs are:

(942),' ( /2,i); (a.5,,1)-, -4 8
7(244

.dobbin: 130,40,50,60,70) ° domain: (9,12,15,18,21424).

4 , range: (85,90,105,124),1401 range: (0 3 1ii
J

6o

O

e



/The ordered pairs are:

j(1,et2), (1.1,'22), (1.2,2.4),

ir (i.3,2-3), (1-4,2-6), (1-5,g-3),

(1.6,y), (1.7,2.5)

domain: ,

1.7)

range: (2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2:6,2%7)

9-

The ordered pairs are:

(_3,1); (3,1.0/(411.2)-, (4,1.8)

Aomain: J3,4)

YI

a

a

The ordered pairs axe:

(50,1960), (50,191), (.51,1962)

(52,1963), (53,1964), (54,1965)

domain: (.50,.51,.52,.53,.54)

(1960,1961,1962,1963,1964,range:

1965)

The ordered pairs are:'

. (2,3),.(4,3), (6,7), (8,7), (1041)

(12,11)

d i (2 , 4 ,6 8, id,i2)- g-

range:- (3,7,11)

61 , 67
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This section treats one/of the Most important and basic ideas in,math-

,ematics, -- the idea of a function. revious sections have la)d the ground-

work. The'idep of a. function is simple, and should be, readily accepted by

the studeril.le concept 3f -a funct;I.Onkwill be used extensively in tYe.forth-
.

coming chapter. - .

.

, . .

,

An extension of the definitionlof function s the idea of associating.

elementsfrom'one se, with those of another set.

.
i

Given,a set of numbers and a rule which assigns'to each number

of this set exactly one number, the resulting association of
. ,

numbers is- called a function.' The given set is Called the

domain of definition of the fihction, and the set of assigned,

numbers 1.s called the range of the function.

The definition of.function which we have given,is, strictly speaking,

a definition oT, real function since we have restricted the domain and range

Ito real numbers. laier courses, the student will meet more genera types

if functions in which the domain and range can be sets other than.sets of
.-r

real numbers. Such a function might, for example, have sets of points in

the plane as its domain of definition.

In the discussion about functions, it is important tooemphasize at

every opportunity the following points:
. .

. .

' (1) Ito each number in the domain of definition, the function assigns ,one
,1-

,and only one number from the range. In other words, we do not have '

"Multiple-valuee fUnctions. .However, the same number can be assigned _

,,
a

to many different elements of the domain.
1,

CO The essential idea of function is found in the actual association

from numbers in the domain to nuMioerS in the range and not in'the

particular way in which the association happens to be described.
.-4----

(33' 'Aftays speak-o#' the Wtsociation as being effam thedaffidin'td- the
4,

range. This helps fix the correct idea that we are dealing,with
7t y,..- .

ran ordered pairing of numbers in Zilch theirbtr From the dOmain

is mentioned firt,t'and the assigned number from the.range is Men-

o tioned second. -7 4

(4) Not all functions can be represented by algebraic expressions.

0

O.

1

6?.3 8
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A
Although the above points arenot. absolutely vital as far as elementary

work with functions is concerned, they become vf,centrel'importance later.
/

.
i

.

,k. ,

Also, many'of the difficulties which
r

students4have with the idea of function 1
can be traced to confusion on these Matters. Theef4e, it becomes- important

_
to make certlen that the student undeirands these points frmhis,very first

. ,

contact with the function concept. . -. -'

EXercise 3

,
Define a'function which is Suggested Iy -the phrases in Probleks 1 - 7.

Be sure to specify the domaa.n_V the range of each function.

1. (('1,2), (2,3), (3,/±,, (4,5), (;6), ...)

(Hint:' The symbol, ..7,',4sed in this ;tanner, means'that the

ordered pairs -tbntinue indefinitely according to the

pattern suggested.)

Set opalIvounting number, is the domain.

Set of all counting numbers except 1 is the range.

2. ((1,1), (2,4), (3,9), (4,16), (5,25), ...)

Set of all counting numbers is-the domain..

'Set of all squares of the counting numbers ls the rAe.

3. Election returns'

Set of all candidates is the domain.

Set of all votes cast is the range.

Area of triangles
4

Set of all.triangles is the domain.

Set of all areas is the range.

People's first names

Seto of all peoples Atha domain.

Set of all first names is the range.

I

6. , With each positive4nteger associate its remainder after division by 5.

(Example: 1 + 5 = 0 F remainder 1, hence, (1,1))

Set of all pos)iveintegers is the domain.
, 1

V range: .(,2,3,4,0)

6139.

°
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7. Associate with each length of the diameter of a circle the length of
/---\.

fb,

the circumference bf.the correspOndingltircle. N
.

Set of all positive numbers is the domain:,
. Nk., t.

Set of .0.1 positive numbers is tile

\
range.

, ..

. The cost of mailing a letter is determined from the, weight of the
4 .

letter)as follows: it is 5 per ounce plu2 54for any fraction'of

an ounce.

Does this describe a function? Why?

7f-
What is the domain?

(Note that the Post Office will not'accept a first class package

which weighs'more than 20 pounds.)

What is the range?

_Complete the following orddredpairs in'this relation: domaxii.

is given in ounces)

(3.7, 4 (5, (19.2;

A function is desc ribed because one and only one element

of the range is assigned to each element'of the domain.

The set of all positive numbers-less than or equal to 20

=7-
is the doMain.

At'

The setligioltli positive multiples of 5 is the range.

(3.7,20), (5,25)) (191,4,100)

. '5.7 More Graphing (The Irregular Bottle Experiment) .

The irregular bottle experiment requires the following taterigl,for each

',group of students.

14Tregu}m\shaped bottle

I plastic pill bottle.

roll Magic mendifik tape

1 foot ruler with metric scale

1 *10 can or equi7vas7rert

F

11,

.0. The experiment to be performed in, this section provides an opportUnity

for the student to'discover that there are of data to be

obtained from experiments. In the cantilever bfbooks experiment, sets of

ordered pairs were obtained. The values were'discrete. No part booksA.we-re
.

used, nor-can be inferred from the'data obtained. -Thid is, not true of the

6' 4

70
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second experiment in this section.' paFts of "gIugs" coukd either be used in

the or inferred from the resulting dt62. To make this difference

more meaningful to the student, both experiments must'be completed,;:
-...,

_ .

-At this point the student first encounters the idea of a continuous

function., If4gtudents intuitively ai cover.the idea of physical continuity

and desire to pursue the matter, furtllner discussiorl would not be iWppropriate.

It would be necessary to have the student find other sets of ordered pairs

. and then group then as to continuous or disciete relations. The Wick Expert-
,

ment, which is described below, provides another eXampleof a continuous

function. However, physical continuity:need 'la be discussed attthis point.

It may well be introductd at a later time:.

The equipmenfor this.second experiment should lie kept as simple as

possible.. Two bottles are needed. One sh ould be a salad dressing, vegetable

oil, coke, or other irregularly shaped bottle. The contour of this bottle

is very, significant in that it determines the kind of a curve to be graphed,

, in a later section ofethe text from the dataiobtained in this =experiment.

The more complex bottle contour will provide', the more interesting graph.

_ The secend-bottle;'a small bottle to -be Used, as the "glug",-lis often readily

available in the student =s home. Also, a small plastic bottle with a-voInme
..-

of about 22 cc can often be obtained from the-local druggist. Scotch thitgic
I

mending tape or a masking tape provide good tapes to be used., Students

should be cautioned to mark the tapeS carefully,.

THE WICK EXPMIYMIT:

The following experiment can be used as an alternate.to the irregular

bottle experithent in this section, ores a supplementary experiment which_

can bone by students who have extra time. It,it also simple enough that
. .

the Students can do it at hdie. .The =sults are usually quite good and make

an excellent graph.,

( Materials required:

palevtowel paper clip

ruler clock or watch with
o.

cup, glass,-or jar a second hand

Scotch,tape

Description of the experiment:

Prom a paper towel cut out a strip one inch wide by about eight to ten

inches long. Draw a pencil lineTcross the strip two or th ee centimeters

Its r

F'

I.



. H

.,i,.
- d

),.
1 f Om one end. Draw pencil lines one centimeter apart starting from this line.

/ ;

. out-tew lines will be suffiCient. These lines should be numbered (also in i,,-...

pencil) with the girstline starting at zero. Some cared is needed in drawing .

and, writing on the paper towel since it will tear quite easily.

Put some water inthe tar. Fasten a paper clip to the lower end
. 4.1,

A .
.

paper strip in the jar so that the "zorou'llne is exactly even with the
-...,-

surface of the water.. Fasten it at this height with the Scotch tape. On the

.. .

record sheet,Ylote down the time this is ,done opposite the number zero. It is

.
most convenient to do this exactly at an even minus to simplify later compu-

tations. ..

Record the timethat the water rises to each line. Th'ewater level is

seen most easily if the jar_is placed against a dark background with the light

- caming,frombehind the viewer. The time.should be recorded to the nearest

qUarter of Isig minute. The water usually. doed not rise exactly-evenly and there

is-often some uncertainty about tAe exact time when the water reaChes.a given

line. One way of judging this'is to record the time of the qual-ter minute

immediately before thefirit detectable water appears above the line (for this

. rtaon, itwould be best to place t4e 'limbers below the lines).

ti

The wicking rate of paper towels vary, but the ra.t"type, commonly used

in home kitchens, is such that the water will rise abaft nine centimeters'in

half an hour. If this experiment is done in class, it would be wise to try it

beforehand to determine how long the available paper towels would take. Seven

or eight values suffice for this experiment. If class-periods are short,:

the paper strips can be prepared beforehand so that the experiment proper can

start near the beginning'of the period.

After all_the data has been re-

corded, another.colunn should be

computed, showing the time from the

start of the experiment required for

the water to rise to the given level.

A graph should then-be prepared from

this data.

.1
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. in the chart given below; we show typical data which might be obtained,

-.and, also the graph which would'e prSpared from this data. ,.. .;..,,,.

. . Time after:
nev_ Time

A .
% start

,... at 9:20:00 0r:00

1. 9,20:45 , .0:45

2 9:22:00 2:00_
.

4:00 LI.
:

3 9:211.:

height4 , 9:261.45 6:45
in 5

'..i% 5 9:30:30 10:30 on

_ 6 .9:35,00 0.5:00 4_
, 7 9:40:15 20:15 10

8 9:46:30 , 26:30- 3

a

25

20

time

In

15
minutes

1

0 0

In the next,section we will rectang4lar coordinates for graph`'

ing. This same data, graphed on.rectangularcoordinates looks like this.
40w

'04111111111111111111111MMIIIIIIMIIIIIIII
111111111111111=111111111111M111111111111
11111111111111=11111111111111M111111111
1111111111111111=111111111111111=11111111111
11111111E1111111112111111111111111M111111111111
1111111.11110111MEIMMIENIMIIIIIIII
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111MMIIIIIM11111111111

11111111/11111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111.11111111111=11111111111111=11111111
11111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111
1111=11111111111BIE1111111111111111

Z

Height irCCentimeters

(3
.67
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If you get student questions, you should know that this is a quadratic

curve: The student might find it interesting to graph the time required for
.

.

the water to rise through each indiVidual interval. This gives a linear

....

3.8 A coordinate system in a plane

. -

The.rectangular coordinate system is iintroduced at this point since

graphs are used extensively in the next chapter to display relations./

There are two ideas used in this section which may be unfaMiliar.to the

student: These are perpendicular lines and negative numbers. 'There should be

little trouble for the student if perpendicular lfhes arrdefined as any two

lines which form a right angle.
o

',-

Negative numbers will take a little more lanation: Only a ire short

explanation should be necessary, however, since t many operations involving

negative numbers will be encountered. It is natural to use an extensionof_

the number line to provide geometric rea).ity and an intuitive feel for nega-

tive numbers. The'idea of distance (or otpoints) along,a line on opposite
"

sides of a fixed point occurs frequently and clan.f.).e used to fix these ideas.

This has already been discussed in Section 4.5 in relation to coordinates and

-reel numbers, A number line.representing temperature provides an excellent

example. 'Altitudes above and_b'eAlow sea level, location south and north of a-

given point are other possible examples. The order of rational numbers on the

number line ahould be introduced. It is valuable to develop a natural accept-
,

ance of the fact that "is less than" means the same as "precedes on the'nuMber
.

7 line". To say thtt one number "is greater than" another mean$ simply that the`/

one "follows" the other on the number line. '

4

You will notice that in the discussion'of the coordinate system in a

plane care was taken.not to overemphasize the x-axis or the y-axis. It was

desired to give the staant the feeling that the label attached to tlrhori-
-.

zontal axis and to the vertical axis would be dependent upon the sets which

represent the damdin and the range of the relation being graphed:

; .

The fact that thc horizontal &Xis is dtedwtO represent the'domain is
41 i

Merely a convention and should be recognized as sucii. In sane cases it may

even be desirable to interchange the axis of the domairwith the axis of the
. .

. 'range. For example, if air,temperature is to be plotted as a function of

height, a stronger feeling,for the physical situation may be gained by__

-;',Vofi*
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A.g.

plotti1ng height ong the vertical ailia instead of the horizontal axis. .,

,

'It wO
-,:::)

ilid,be most desirable to keep the vocabiliary as simple as possible.
, ...,

.^- A
Such words as absciVea, ordinate an variable hayginot bAan used for this

reason. Also, the word variable introduces a generally obscure feeling for
.z.,. .

its' deeinitlon. Bertrand Russell, Who probably injestigated the.aspects Of
.'

..

variables m4re.thorqixghly,tha4 anyonebeforehim, said: "Variable is perhaps
,,

the Most distinctly matheLaticai of all notions, it is certainly also one of vxm

.. 4- , -

-the_most difficult to understand . .,. and in the present work (T4e Principles-
!

,4,--
, 4 _ .;

of Mathematics, 1903) a satisfactory theory as to its na ure, in spite of '4

Much discussion, will hardly be found."

In classrooms where coordinate boards are not available, it is possible

to make a semi-permanent coordinate board. Soak hard lite chalk in a solik-

tion of sugar water for about 20 minutfs. Using the wet chalk, carefullyAray

"the axes and as many other lines as are deemed necessary. Wet the chalk often
- 7

as the lines are being drawn. When dry this should provide lines that

not easily erase. When desired, they:* be removed with a damp rag.

Ordered pairs can,be plotted on this board with regular chalk., Lines ,.

and points can be drawn on this board and erased from it without disturbing

- 4the'original

Exercise 4
,

'On squared grap paper draw a pair of axes and' label them.' Indicate

the coordinate tem onfeach axis.

('a) Sketch with a straight edge) a linewhich,tepcasenthe

set of points whose horizontal coordinate is 5.
(b) On the same coordinate plane sketch a line which represents- .

the set of points whose. vertical coordinate is 5.

(c), How many points do thesetwo sets have,in common?

(d) Writ as an ordered pair the coordinates of every point of
. -

int section of the sets grapheein (a) and (b).

4/,
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.

(51 5)(b).
1

. ,...
,

: .

,.
.

.
1

1.IC .

.. -
, .

. .

(a)'.

.
.

V

.

V

.

Repeat Problem 1 for the set of points whosethorizontal coordinate is

, and the set of points whoselertical coordinate is 8.

4

i

0) _1-(3,8)i Ei
E a '111 II

II EEl I.1 ' 1iMu r au
Ill..

'
MI :

_

EMI BE

II , (a) 1111

El II
e .
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.(c) The two
sets
:have;

one
point
in

common .j

(d);(3',8)



(b) Da all the points in this set seem to lie on tie same line? Yes:,

(c), What do you notice about the vertical coordinate for each of the.k,
.s4

points? The vertical coordinate for each point is O.

(a) 'Plot the points in the following set:.

((o,p), (6,-1), (0,1), (o,-2), (6,2), (o,-3), (0,3))

A

1

I

4.

4
(b) Do all:the points named in this set seen to be on the same line?

Yes.

(c) What'do you notice about the horizontal coordinate çor each of

the points? Each point has the horizontal

(a) sPlot the points in'the fdllowing set:

((0,8), (1,6), -(2,4), (3,2), (4,0

Do all th'pOints named in this set seek to lie on the ape line.

coordinate 0.

Yes.

4
a

1

1

1



,for 'the set of "points whose horizontal coordinate
op 6,- vertical; coorditiate4' 3.

1 ,

. ,_ . ..i.s.=
. ,

s'.

, ..

. ,_

. ...

I
.. .

;1

/'.
Is the point of intersection of the two set In Prob4m the same
point as the point of intersection of theilkwoaets .432 problei Why?

No :The domain in 'icercise 2 is 3, while the domain
in Exercise 3:1s 8. The range in *rase 2 4.a

while th'e /4).21,0 in lbcerciie 3,.is 3

(a). Plot on d coordinate plane the followingaeflofjoiAs,:
(0;00 (-100)) (1)0), (-) (3;0)',.(110)]

.

,
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3..10 Graphing an Experiment.

.

?,

_There are a number of items that should be emphasized in the graphing

of, these experimental points. SiAce the data contains no 'negative umbers,

it,is necessary to display only.the first quadrant. Students shoul decid4

on a scale which will gi-aph the ordered pairs over most ofd the page Further;

it would be most convenient if everyone uses this same scale. The arge scale

is especially important when itns necessary to draw the "best straight line",

or, later, when it is necessary to draw the "beat curve". If a small scale is

chosen, the points6ill be confined to a small area of the page. In a Small

areait is difficult to drhw a "best" straight line.

3

If the experiment has been,performedcarefully and somewhat accurate

data Obtained, it is not difficult to fit a good line (or curve) to the data.^
If some points are obviously out of place, perhaps due to incorrectly reading

a seale( the student should be advised to ignore this point in fitting the
.

curve.

The data from the two experiments with which we have been concerned ip

this chapter express relations which differ from one anothgr in fundamentals.

In the cantilever of books it makes no physical sense ticUt the books into
,

part books. There areRd values of the domain between the integers and hence .

.4_

the five ordered pairs are a compltte-Set. In addition, it makes no physical
6

sense to extend -the domain to larger valued, for there is a maximum. Nor is

there/any meaning to negative values in this data. The student must recognize

that conn9,4441Lthf points or'extending the graph is not meaningful.,

On theother hand, in the irregular bottle experiment it is meaningful

to talk of parts of glugs or more glugs. If,the volume of the bottle is 1

greater, more glugs can be added. There is, however, a maximum. As in the

cantilever of booksiexperimenf, negative glugs have no meaning, and there

r can be .no extensiorf:to otherquadrants.

Although we examined the domain and range of the relation on physical '

. /

grounds, it is necespry to be aware of then in nonphysical cases. The

student must be made to realize that the relation or function carries with'it

a:statement-of the domain and range over which the relation is valid.

I

Exercise 6

1. In an experiment a solid material was, heated over a burner, and the

teMperaturb was recorded as a function of the time 'it took the Material

to reach a definite temperature. Let the domain be the get of all times

. 748 '



: ,t
fi^ozn the beginning of t e)tperipent ?to minutes ,later ,and the range

obe the set of all ietnpeiatureS,mrom 20°C to, 2001,C.
.1(a) Draw a horizo al and vert4cal axis and p.1,acer the appropriate labels

for the domain' andlran on these axes.
(b) Mark the domain on ;the horlzo rl axis,' with al heav dark line as in

Figure .217 -

(c) Mark-the range_ on the vertical axis.
(d) Plot the following orelered'pairs which the "scientist" collected

when 'doing theixperiMent: (0;20), (,4o), (4,66, (6480), (8,81),

(4.2183.).,.-(14,12o), (16,160), (18,260).

(e) Connect these points with a "smooth' Curve;.
(f) What temperature would you -Predicti for the material a,ttheif011owing

times: 1 minute, 5 minutes, 9 minutes, 17 minutes?
At what time would yoll -prdict the materiel would have the following
temperatures!' 7_0,?C, .100°C, 150e:C,. 180°C?

A-
200

180

160
.

80.

60

10

I:

(a), (b).;.(n), (d), and 0:4

-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
time (min.)

(f) 30°C at 1 minute, '70°C at 5 minutes, 81.5°C at 9 minutes, 402loC at2
11 minutes

ft
(g) 50°C at 3 minutes, 1,00 °C at:1'3rt-tni,ktes, 150°C at 1.52--- minutes., 180°C

/ at 17 'minutes, - ......_,..
2

....zz-
,

4 ,
--1----,,.

,,,

,V5 ..,..8.1:
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'
2. The fllowing g i' aph was drayn frOm intormatiop feathped." n an experiment

., .
dealing with,a bell thrown4ntothe air. The height /3 the bTalleibtre ..,

the ground wag ;plotted as 'a,; function of the time'il tOk the..ball.to .--

P
.

4'
reach a definite height. :" (,

..,.

(a) What is' the domain, afthi

.

. :. /
function?

I.

0

Set'of times in,SecdnIs

-ro What is the range of,:bbig

function? t

Set' of heights in feet
A'

(c) How high would, you p ibalct

the ball would be,! eer

second.?

44 .feet

-(d) How / had the bal been in upward flight when, it reached a

op 128 ft?,

25(7,

2

100

50

r=2.

111EMENIIMIMMIC
lir.111/1111f1111111
111111.1111111111111
/1111M1111121111
1/1111E1111110111111111
1111111111111N11111111
111111111M111111111
1111E1111111

.

tim.1e (sec)

y

,(e) How long had "the ball

height 'of 128 ft?
* '

4 seconds

('±')

een in flight When it descended to a
,

Can anything meaningful be said concerning the, height of the

ball after 10 seconds? ,Bcplain.

No,,since the bail fell to earth at 6 seconds.

I I Sample Test Items

1. The following is a list dfcertain United States: Presidents and their

ageq 9 the time of inauguration. Fria this list make a set of ordered

pairs .

George Washington57 years John Mains 61 years; Thomas Jefferson 57-

i kat years; William Taft 51 years;'Woodrow Wilson 56 years; Franklin .

Roosevelt .5i years; Harry Truman, 60 years.

(a) Ordered Pairs

('b) How many ordered pairs are in, the set?

(c) .How many eleients are in the domain?

, '76
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(d) How many elements are in bhe range?

(e) ,What is the fiame given to a set of ordered pairs?

2. Find the missing elementg in the domain and range in the following set,

of ordered pairs:

0

{(3,1),' (9,3), (12,4) ( ,6)

3 For the following graphs, write the set of ordered pairs which define

the r elation

.c 55

(a) (b)

4_

3 -- 1.5

2-

- 2

1-

o7

4. Which of the following sets of ordered pairs are,functionsZ

(d) ((2:5,2), (7.5,3), (1.5,2), (5.5,3); (3.5;2))

.

(a) ((2,3),, (5,6), (0,1), (3',4),-'( 4,5), (6,7))

(b) ((3,2), (2,2), (9,4), (7;0, (4,9), 632)4,

(c) ((2,1), (3,4), '(5,1), (2,4), (5,2);-,(4,4))

. /
5. ,--. Which of. the'following graphs represent a function?

'.(0. (b). (p)
.--

s-

t t
1.4
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, As part of tweather unit in Science a student kept a record of noonday
,

temperatures for the first t n days in December. The record follow's.
,

Draw a horizontal apd.a vertical axis and place the appropriate labels

for the domain and range on these axes. Then plot'the information re-
. --

corded by the 'student as ordered pairs.

Decedber 1 2 .3 4 5,. .6', 7 8 10

Temperature :?.8°F
-

48'
-

32' 30' 42' 55- 45° '40°

10t. Several identictll experimental rockets were fired toward outerjiliace.

The heiegattained by each rocket before all fuel was burned was pe-
:

corded as a function of the weight Df,the fuel carried. Let the domain

be the set of all weight's of the fuel carried. Let the range be the

heights attained. The following is the data which the scientists,col-

lected.

Weight in pounds height in miles

lb, 000 20

12,000. 26
-

14,000 - . 34

16,000 44

18,000 56
.

1.

(a) Draw a horizont14 and.a vertical axis and place the appropriate

labels for the domain and range on these axes.

(b) Ploi.the ordered pairs which the scientists collected when doing

the experiment.

(c) Connect these points with a "smooth" curve.

(d) What heLghtwould you predict for another rocket carrying,15,000

poiuldst, of 'Axel? .

Answers to Sample Test Items

1(George.yashingtor, 57)

7(John Adams, 61) 1

':(Thomias Jefferson, 57)

(William Taft, 51)

(Moodrow Wilson, 56)

(Franklin Roosevelt, 51)

(Harry Truman, 60)

s

(b) 7

( c). 7

(d) 5

,(e) relation, function'

8 .

jf p

I

,*



2. ((3,1),'(9,3), (12,4), (18;62 ()-, (14)).
,First element is three times the second element.

.3. (a) ((0,1.1), (0, (2,1.6), (3,1.9), (5,2))

('o) (4,4), (2,4), (3,4))

b, d are fpnctions.

A'

a and c represent functions.

10

so" d Air

h')

-o

7 (a) fl.rstquadrani

, (b) 'third quadrant

(c) fourth quadrant

(d) third-quadrant

(e) -second quadrant

W'sediond quadrant

(8) first quadrant

(h.) negative x-axis,

(i) positive A-axis

IL 8 '3
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,Chapter 4

THE,LINEAR FUNCTION
. .

In this chapteulfte major mathematical concepts which are presented

are as follows:

..(1)' Graphing linear functiOns
.

. ..,

, (2) Representing linear functions as .English sentences
. _.

(3) Expressing Linear functions as equations of the form

y = mx

(4) Slope of a

L
ar function "

(5) Linear functi s which old not'contain the ordered pair (0,0),t
Y

and expressing these functions as equations of the form 0

y = mx + b .-

- .A

4.1 Graphing linear Functions Through the Origin

Students are led by examples like those cited in the first .paragraphs

of Section,4.1 to realize the existence of simple direct proportions. The

studdnt then performs the challk-pencil experiment. The purpose of thin

experiment'is to find out what the gra41.of a direct proportion looks like.

He discovers it is a straight line whiCh approaches the origin. The fact

. ,

that it doesn't actually contain the origin may not be immediqtely.oVvious

to the student. The length of the chalk expressed dn miles is approximately
)

'4.73.X 10-5 miles while the length of'the pencil'expressedsin miles is
. ,

approximately 10.9 X 10-5. miles. In scientific notation this would read

1.09 x 10
-4

. This gives an, ordered pair which or all practical purposes

is4(0,0).ExpressIngthesesaMe.measureS.4. units^ such as light-years would

yie d a new ordered pair which wo ldstill of be (0,0) but,e c element

1of his ordered pair would be muc closer zero than thp element of the

ordered pair w4when the unit-of measure as the mile. In a case such is
...

..thile,-note that,the grapes of the function does not cont,in the origin but

this grapni es appioach-thP'origin as 'a lihdt. "--

. DepiA ion of chalk-pencil experiment. .

. . ,
(a) Each student does this experiment individually. (Whenever students

;* wOrk in groups each one should' make his own data table and graph.)

89
83
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(b) Equipment needed.:

unused stickof chalk approximately 3" in length`.

arpened peneil'approximately 7" in "length.

10 or more items wit equally-spaced marks on. -them. A few not listed.

in Table 1 of the text are: screen wire, locket chain, grocery

.-; - -,

- ,

store receipt. (These can be passed around,'as each student does not

need ten of his own.)

(c) Remarks abo4i.the experiment:

, Student should be instructed, on the day preceding the experiment,

to look arqUnd his home for measuring scales. Any object or piece of

paper that.has equac spaces on it will serve.
-

To do the experiment the student measures the length.of the chalk

and pencil with each scale. Here, for example, is an illustration of

how the chalk could be measured with a sheet of lined notebook paper.

4

11111:11:111:11111
Figure L

The student lays the sdhalk on the paper_so that

is ,Dr1 &line. He counts tile number of spaces c

. In this case it is 9. He then estimates' to the
7

frSotion of the final space covered. It is -- i
10

7
measure 'of the length Tir the chalk is 9-- spaces

10

measures the Length with the same sheet

3
Suppose the length of the pencil is 22-- spaces.

10

( 916, 24) is recordedin the row labeled "not

Table I.

a

one end of the chalk

ompletely spanned.

nearest tenth, the

n this example. The

The Student then -

o lined paper.

e ordered pair

eh'okpaper",ini

I I 1

84 0 0
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,

Measuring device Length measure
of the chalk'

-Length measure
of the pencil

Ruler (inches) .

.

3 7

Ruler kentimeters) . 7.6 . 17.8.

Ruler (feet)'
i

Ruler (meters) . ,,

Notebook paper 7
9 )

. 10
22 ]?-6,

Ordinary gfpph ,

paper t

.

s

Thermbmeter' .

.
.

Crossword guzzle"
11

Graduated cylinder
. ,

.

i'es on a printed
page 0-

.

0
, '

Bead chain (bath-tub
stopper) S

7 4.)

i

Table 1 -(`Text -)-

41'

Note the ratio

) X
pencil length 22.* n

.5.C :chalk lehgth 9 .

4 ..
Scales with-small subdivisions, 14e a thermometer, willtin large

.

measures. Scales with relatively large subdivisions like a rulr cal-

ibrated in inches, will give small leAsure. ,AVery measuring scale

0

C

1!

(e.), 0-
- I

will .yield an ordered pair of chalk-penlil length measures whose ratio
**.

N. .

i approximately 2.3 . Hence, the graph ot this function is asset of

points that form a straight line which includes-the origin and whose

slope is 2.3 . 7: , , , $

/ %.

To help cotwince the 'student that the line:approaches (0,0), have

him measure the le gths 4, meters. Th numbers it/ the pair will e

very small, approx'mately (.08,4.18). This point will be almost indis-

tinguislable from ero on the student' graph. '

:Thytiaincp4,e ot tilsi experiment is to reveal to the student hat this
,,..,

kifid of relation,..has a straight line graph that approaches the origin. No
i.e, .1* -

further mathematical analysis is done on the graph. *However, the student

shitufd'sPve his data table and graph because theyvill be referred to, in

future,w&k.

/

4WA*
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The continuity of till-chalk-pencil function is questioned: It is found
.

. v v ,.

to be continuous over the domain of all positive real numbers. The graph is .n&
, IF

a half line in the first-quadrant.' FrOm the example given in this commentary,

the slope of,this half line is 2.3 . The origin is the point from which this
40

: :half line starts but is not actuaU a poini'of4the,half line.

'J

P4

1111111=1111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111
1111111M111111111111

11111111M11111111111111111
111111M1111111111111111
11.411111111111111

111/11111111111M111
M111111111111111111111

Chalk Length,

,

Fib re 2

.tt:

To emphasize the concep of conttnuity, an.example (2 x 10s) of a dis-

. -- continuous function is '01,1ph.' In this.case the domain is a subset of the

positive integers. Although the pointd of the discrete function deicribed

here are colinear, we will riot clpsify this as a linear function. We will

-

reserve this title for'functions which are continuous overpine interval of

tlie real numbers and which are satisfied Py'the relation y = mx + b . The

,student also looks for other functions whose, graphs are straight lines which

,'approach the origin: - -

1. Inch and foot measures of v4rious lengths:

a2. Minute and second measures of variogs time intervals.

k

-7/

I
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4

.

1. Which of these graphs reprvents

Exercipe 1 .

relation?

P

e -14.near

. - IIMMUNIVA_ 1161
11101111111muuraram maam TI0M=11I111111111M11 6111111111affir rannon

1111611211111
01111111111111
NUIS111111111111111

IM111111111
,411111321111 11111
WARM

PERRIIIMIMOI

es

(a) Lihear Fanction (b) Discrete Function .-(c) .Discrete Function;
. -

.

'2. 1, (a ) 'Suppiy the rkumber.s,,

cmissing -frog{ tie table.

A4, 1 14

B 3.:;
C 10

F

10

5

.0

C) -6o

22

/

0
5

,
(b) Graph th.cfata to see 4i the -

5Q

4o

30

10

f, a

relation .is linear:

4

7 5- 10
. r

. .

4. The follaiarig *app. shOws that,

the unction tl; 14Aar2.

Is.f
. \/

16

12

-8
4

1 3

4:-g87/



Representing Linear Functions by Sentences

.7- In this section the. student learns that any linear function

includes the origin'C'an be,-writtea-Tg a sentence of the form:

Value of one Some '' Value of the

variable Number ^ other *variable

' . . ...- .

P-

"iXercise 2
,

.....--

in- the 'ssing numbers: *

. .

(a) NUMber f feet = 5,280 X Number-of miles.'11
. . ,

There are 15,840- 'feet. in 3 tiles.
,

.

(b) Number Of quarts =. 11- x Turnber of gallons.
- . - . - .

There -are 32.-. quart
,

s in 8 gallons:
_

.-.1.,-- .

..

4..

.

.

(c) Number of hours = 24 'X Number of Bays:-

There are 6. 1-
hburs 'in of a day.

. (d) NuMtrer of ounces 16 x Number of pounds.
- `e

...9. There are 20, ounces ,in 20 pounds.

(ek. piameter of a el cle = 2 X.radiuS.

Write the relation between:

whose graph

(a.) Pounds Measure and the corresponding tons_ measure.

no. of pounds = 2000 X no..of"tons

(b) Foot measure and the corresponding yard measure.

no.' of feet' = 3 X no., of yards'

(c) Hours measkzre and,the corresponding minutes measure.

"no. :of minutes = 60 xno. of hours

(d) Cubic foot measure and the corresponding cubic yard measure.

no. of cu. ft = 27 X no., cu. yards

(e) Year measure and corresponding day measure.

t, ' no. of .days = 365 x ,no. of years

.,(f) Th circumference and tiie, qo respondi4 diameter of a circle

:Circumference =,n X diem ter

No. of feet = 3.28-X no. of meters. *

.14:. .No. of gallons = 71 Xno. of cu. ft .

-"',
,..

.)

.

o .

8 9 '4
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s,. "

y4.3 Functions of the Form:. = mx 4

,
.

'.. fP
The third step in the sequence of ideas on the straight line approaching

,

(0,0 is to replace the words,in the sentence representLion by letters to

,get an equation of the form '

y = trtx

o .

.

Exercise 3

1. For the linear relation: m = 60 '44ps

(a) If h = 3 hours, 'm = 180 .minutes.

(b).....I.f h = hoUr, .:11 = '30 minutes.

(c) If m."='300 minates, h . 5 hours.

(d) If in = 20.minutes, h = 1/3 hours.

k

,..
.

2. A car average's 20 miles on a 3. Complete the table using the

,
gallon of gas. .An equation --linear relation: \y = 4x .

1

relating number of miles
..

x y

traveled to number of gallons
3 0]).

of gas used
-____

is

_
m = 20 g..

1
(12)

0-.)
12

0 .22
2.5

. .'/
. U.S. paper money is available in bills pf the following denominations:

$_1, $ 2, $ 5, $ 10, $ 20.2 $ 50, and $ 100-, :

(a) Table .ing equivalent

number o quarters-to

each bill. f

Bills

$2

$10

420

$50

.4100

Quarters

8

20.

4G

8o

200

-/;00

(b) Graph of table given in petit (a

300

100

g5 5o 75.f,0,00

Bills/

7,1;1,4;

,

110k0H.3 : 4

0



;

(o) The graph is not continuous.

(d) An equation relating the value of

Vie, ,,equivalent number of q rters is

,

any bill in

= 4d .

..4$704,1/44.41,

"j.

dollars and the

.

We are now ready to study. one log the important propertie6 of a` line
, N . '''',)

w ich corresponds to the idea of the steepfiest of inclination of 0 line.'
.

.

e steepness of 4 stairway depelids on the 'relationship between these

and the run of a step.

9

'4 r
,. . -....

- l ..., .

Figure 3
.,-- , .i

If one stairway has
i
steps with a certain rise and run and another stairway,

has% steps,with rise and l'un each twice as large, is, it .clear that the steepness .

.

r
of the two stairways is the same? In other words, a run of 2 with a rise of 1

gives the same steepness as A run of 4'with a rise of 2 .

r

..
..,'. Figure '4 ;

e de A

I

. '''' .' $'

. . ..,
. .,

4

I

The' steepness or pitch Of these4stairwayD may be clefined 4as- the number obtained
I.
-fby dividing the rise b' the run, i.n elthext case.

I

. e'

.
:

A 0 ..:

.
.
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-
The concept of the slope.of a line isyasedon the idea of a "rise divided.

4

4 by run". If we think of one step connecting two'points P1(X1, yl) and

;..'- P
2

(x
2
; y2) _on a nonveltical line, then.the rise is ly- y11 and theLrun is

lx
2

- x
1
1.

6

. '
We could define .the

172 Yi BUtewe do_x2 - xi
The formula xithout
tabeL'alt?Te usett.).1,-

ivde o? the slope...
"slopes up oi down"

Figure 5

slope of the segment P P1 2

-

I

as rise divided by -run, i.e.;
72 71not. The slope of a segment P1P0 is defined as x2 - x,

the absolute yalue IA easier to handle, and it turns out, '

The absolute- xalue of the slope conveys only the magni-
The sipof the slope "cOnveis-the:adclitidnaridev,of
is Auggested in Figure 6.

9 7 Li.

it
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le
The concept of the slope.of a line isjosed,on the idea of a "rise divided

-' by run". If we think of one step connecting two'points Pi(Xl, yi) and

P (x y ) on a
e 2' 2

1x2 - x11.

nonveltical line, thentherise is lc- yil and theLrun is

,Y2)

We could define.the

Yi
x2 - x

1
. BUt.we do_

The formula without

bemo're-11Set41...

side o? the slope.

"slopes up or down"

Figure 5

-

slope of the segment piP2 as rise divideehy-run, i.e.;

7-2 1
not. The slope of a segment P

1
P
2

is defined as___-- x2 - xi
,

the absolute ,valuer easier to handle, and it turns out, '

The absolut4-:xalue of the slope conveys only .the magni-

The signof the slope conveys-the-adaitidharia6e-pf---
. .

as Auggested it Figure 6.

:
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1.

Y

(1,3)

(4,7)

7:3 4
slope = - =

(slopes up)

a

I

x

slope _

-4 . 3

{slopes down

0

Figure 6

x

Starting with the concept of the slope of a segment, we now develop the

concept of the slope of a line. Consider the line .714. where A,= (1, 2) and

B (3, 5). Then if* = ((x, yj y = ix and x is real). Note that

, the slope of -*Tr is 37.4: If we consider the coordinate of other

points of 4713* such as 44, 38. ; 1)

3b 1

ment joinl.ng this point is
2
b -

+ 1,
and (b,

3h

2
) the slope of the seg-

3b 1

2 3

a 2,

Every nonvertical line has the property that all of its segments have

the same slope. Let c be any litre such that 44C-'' = ((x,y) : 'y = mx + b for

m 31 0)./..7en a point R of. this line has the coordinates (r, rm,t b) and

point S has the coordinates (s, sm + b). The slope of RS is

(sm + b) - (rm + b) sin -.r111

- r
s - r

s - r S - r
= in . This proves that all

segments o f a nonvertical line have the same slope. We may then,yrite%-the

following definition and theorem:

The slope .qf a nonvertical "line is- ehual to the

slope of any of its segments.

THEOREM: The slope of a nonvertical line p is
Y2 1

x
2

- x
1

where 'P
1
P
2

is any segment orp and P1 -= (xt

Nit .F..2 2,y2)

92

98
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We now consider three possibilities for the slope of a line; it'is

positive, it is zero, or it is negative.

, two points' of a

4y

o *

Let P1(x1, y ) and P
2
(x

2'
y
2
) be

line. We suppose that the points are named so that Phas

0

pos(tVte Shope
*

P P
I 2

1

PL

the larger x-coordinAte.
o

would imply that
1 2.

negative

R

P2
.

'

Figure 7

,

We disregard, the possibility x2 != xl, since this

is a,vertic.6,1-line and -the slope of a vertical line'''

is undefined. That,is, we say a vertical line has no slope,-

Possibility 1. The,slope is positive. Since we named points so that

x2 > xi. aid y2t> y1 , it follows that x'2 -. xi and y
2

- y
1

preboth posi-

tiVe, This means that as a partfcle.md.Vv.f.along P
1
P
2

from leTt to right

(f.rom the point with x-coordinate x1 to the point with x7,coordinate

it is.gbing uphill. %

If x2 <xi and y.2 < yi then x2.- x1 'arid y2 - y1 are both negative,.

This Means that P., is to the right g4d up from -P2 and the situation is Un-

changed. Hende, the-slope is also poiitive.

x
2

)
'

Posdibiifty 2. The slope is zero. Then y
2

- y, = 0 . This means.

that, as-ca panticle,movesi.aPITIg.the p1r2. it i s moving

on "level ground". (Th'ycoordinates of all the, point's of the line are

the same.)
. ,

s.

Possibility 3. The slope is negative. Then one of the numbers,

o

and x
2

- x , is positiVe
. , 1

points eo that x2 > x
2 1

is negative, that is,

mi5ves along P 1!2

a

frpni

Y2 T. Yl

and the other 6ne is negative. Since.we named the

it folloWs that ,x2 - xi is poditi%re and y 2 -
1

Y2,< This means 4,atuitively kit, as a particle

left' to right, ,it'is goiitg downhill.

939
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Exercise 4

6 - 12
1.,,,,,,m =

- 4 . .'

t

10'- 5 5°- 1
.

2. tine A, m =
20 .- 10 .- 1 0 f

"
17 - .10 .-:- 5

5Line B,
: lb - 10 -' "

2
Line C, m =

0 10

.
4,0 -.5 5

5 1

-0
0 15

Line D, m =
25

3 )

3. Using ,(112:, 90) and (2, 120)

120-- 90 30 . 2
m-= = 60 . 4

=,, 17
. 2 -1-

1

.,

.

2 -.27 .

4. If you were to gripph the following

equations, what would be the slopes

of the lines?

'(a) d= 365y

m = 365

Sib) ,o =016p

m= 16

(p) y.= 3x

cm 3

6. Drdw a line that has twice the

slope of the line shown on the

graph. Draw another line with

half the slope:-

3q

20

10

I

I= Ade
ct. 4.1511111ummu 'A

.0AN

rd
'>.

Eon 04 1 e
.

ov mil

'mu Lig`.ill r-1 ros aii 4111101 f -
e - ...IM MS

1411 $1-`)...1111111utracida...adamemeralrrrvnottammumuimma..-....i.
0 1 2 3 5

20

15

10

5.

7.

ti

Find.the slope of this line

I MEE 2 ' 'Ll4

.20-9 15. WINN2
m 5-0.- 5 3 AOMMUMN

All11111111
WmazimmasounsiiiiimaimerAngigueasoneara

1111111.1111IMIPM1111111111121.1111111 RS/211111orannamummumN
naimmumissaa ENE
itallIMMIEMINIERRIM MIMI
(0 5

aillMUM11111111111111IMMOIIR=u111111111
En=
HMO

11111

6

5

4

3

. 2

94'1

1 2 .3 4 .5

Graph the equation,y =,5x

using the fact that the

slope is 5.

1 2 3 4 5. 6 7

4



4.5 Coat Henget 'Experiment

Students should do this experiment in groups of-four.

,

". The equipment needed for each group of four is as follows:

1 pencil'

1 strip of Scotch or-masking tape

1 coat hanger

2 jumb6 size (2" longpaper clips

1 centimeter ruler

sat of weights

A critical part of the apparatus is the hook made from two paper clips.

Two,clips are needed so that opposing pointers counter-balance each other .

-and give a true "zero" reading when there is no object hanging on them.

The total load of'1000 gm cauSes the hanger to bend atotal of between

20 and 30 mm . The bend is propOttional to the load up to about 1400 gm.%

Foe loads'greater than this the graph departs from its initial linearity.
°

0 Singe?thissection is dgvoted to linear relations whose' graphs include the

origin, the coat'hanger load is restricted to a maximum of 1000 gm .
0 a-

Exercise 2

.SUppose there is a linear relation 'between the amount a diving boai-d

o
bends and the load on it. Then it would be'like the coat hanger.

(a) If the board bends 'down 1.5 inches when you (120 pound) 'get on

ti

it, what would be the total bend when your friend, who also weighs.
,

120 pounds, joins you? 3 inches

SuppOse you exert a' force of 400 poulids onthe board when you

jump on it. How much will i'bend? 5 inches

a

Make a data table and a graph of the linear function described in
7 1 ,

Problem 1. What is the slope 15f this line?

Load Bend . . .

120

3

400 5

Boo io

5
'310
04
0

5

5 3 2 1
° 0

400 - 240 So ,

1111=11=1111111
11111111111111111111111111111/21

111111 1111/4101111

111111111111111111141111111111111
MIM1111111111/21W111111111111

1111/21111111111111111111111111MM

95 10

400

hold (pounds) °

1.
0

0

f

I.

r ,



What the equation of each of these lines? °

-D T' T -4--t t-----7 1 rTit T9
'-.-'--H-1--' . 1 L

(5,20) 7 -,
t ; ;1 (14,21)

:

i

' 4 t 4-4-±-1 L-1-
l'--11/1 1

-i-) - ' 4 -. _1 -:-. I -I:
i

-!II,'1; _ 1/ri
--- 1 B

-4 , -,- " ±-r-- (15,15)
;----- +r-

4-' (10,15)

;4,T t,-
' 10

5

16,19) L. 'IL t
-

- 1 L __1.7.-1.:(15,5)

Line A:

4 . 5 10 15

Slope . Equatiikn .

0 1 15 -:
-

15 -. 0 3
y 7 x

15 - 10 5
Line B:

in 15 - 10 5
- 1 .y = x

21 r 15 6 '3 3
m 7,...],k - 10 -Z 2

y = x

n 5' - 3
20 -.12 8 - 4 y*=. 4 x

.j. 2
. ,

4. A gas station attendant could use the following graphto figure out
.,-

how a customer for the gas he puts in his tank.

Line C:

Line D:

if

much to charge

.
t I- .

NIUE
III NI (15 j 4 .5i

RPM
i fig11111111111111

111111111InirAIIIIIIIIMEMIN

41111111110111 NI
11111011111 111111111111raMI

mu ,---- C8,2:40) III NM
i ,% ,,A_

-P-
----t-

_

-

,

r---
-----1

,...

i lo 15

.'
96

;4.'
(a) What is the .srlope

of the litfe?
11-t5 11-5 3
15, -1_50 10

(b) What is the cost of:.

gallons of 'gas?

$ .11.0

(c) *What 4,s,,
-" 1,

the cost
"C

6.5 gallons/f

.$ 1.95

)

(d) Write an equatiOn. that

could be used torfigu4.e .

'gasoline b111s. .

- .
- c = . 30 g



4:6 Graphing Functions in General - Spring Experiment

1 hook weight (100 gram) 1 pencil (unsharpened)

2 hook weights (200 gram)
, .

hook weight'(.500 gram)

1 'spring

1 roll Scotch tape

'4
1,foot^suler., with metri

.
2 sheets of note paper'

scale

This experiment investigates the relation between the length of a,spii

and the load hanging on it. The relatibn is linear for a good Wring as long

cs as its maximum length does not exceed three -times its unstretched lengtho,
0

Although it is a straight line the kr6ph of the relation will not pass-thro.igh'

-(0,0) because the spring's'length is not zero when the load on.it is zero.

n:0% ,EXercise' 6

1. In the'fighre 'to the right,

the four lines' eachhave the

sameslope. The linethrough

.

a

the: origin has' the equation

'Y = '51c

Wite the equation of_each of

the othE' thtee lines.

Line y = 5x + 6

Line ,13: y = 5x + 15.

Line 6: y = 19

35

)Ch
.25

20.

15

JOT'

5

0'

10

-4-4-1----,
-1 c1-1I. L I 1

S'
, . 1, y

, ,t x i

5 10 15. 20 25: '30 3

, 1 ')

y

. 4 ,

---, 4
1

,

..-.
i fs

,

1

1 '
t '

I

i

...oliplaig
1

L

11111M11111211111111111P

M11111.
Iloymid1111111W

mmanuil
4111111111311M1111111

nrammurric
...mmunuma-

..all
MO U

dia.
ww-

OM 11111,411111 III
. ,

III , i

,...........
Liiir, .......

(
97.10.3

1 2 3

C

B

A

x

Use the accompanying figure

to fill in this chart ,.

Line m b

-A
1

0

.1
5

1 2

.y = mx +b

1

Y=T.1-

Sy .,x +.2

y= 2x +6Dik 16.



1

,44

47,

. .

The equation of a line is

_ + 6 .

Qraph'thit line.

15

10

11111111111111111111111111111111

210111111111111111111111111.1111

111.11111111=M111111M2

111WIIMIER2 111111auammmassuum
11111111111111111111111111111111

IMMIIIIIIIIMM11111111111

111111111111MONEGSMIIII
1111111111111111111111

."

e

e

4.7 The Centigrade-Fahrenheit .aperimeni

4.

,

(1, 7), (3, 19), (2, 10)

and' (21, 3) are dngthe line

y = 6x 3+ 1. 4), is
1

2'

a point of,thia line.

1 thermometer, Centiade ( -20° to 110°)'

1 thermometer, Fahrenheit (0° to 2309)

tin can (for liquids)1 No. 10

ice.

salt

not

/

The experiment is begun by making.the six water baths of varying tempera-

tures. in the text. Use at leaht half a can of water for each bath

so, that its temperature will not chaige excessively during the course of the

experiment.' (Heat losa.or gain:d*ing the experiment'introduces ho error:'

,since ahy pairof C-F readings is.taken simultaneously. In fect, temperature

changes have the advantage of givingdifferent,students different data, yet

they all get a wetaight line graph)

The lowest' temperature that can beobtaine4 by putting. salt with crushed

Ace is about -12 degrees Centigrade., The amount of salt needed'to get down

to this temperature depends on the'volume---of'-the mixturer Twenty- hea$ng

tablespoons should be sufficient for half a can,of crushed 'cp.' 4ore salt

than needed Will have no Adverse effect:

Hire than six water bathsciA.Ae.PreP4NcOM t4ftpacklei wants aditiddkr

data. The temperature of the air in,thetlassroom provides-an otdered pair-
.
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that can be, entered in -the table. Be sure the thermometers are dry;

wise evaporation will piobably cool them unequally.

,

Two procedures for getting the temperature readings suggest themselves:

'(a) Students, in groups of four, can move froth container to container,

carrying their thermometers with them.

(b) The two thermometers can be left in each container and the.students
, f

can form as many queues as there are containers. tech Wdent reads

other-

each pair of thermometers. Ater any given pair of measurements,

he moves to the rear of one of the other queues.

. .

1.. Slope of the C vs F graph is

tt2 - 32 180 .9
m 100 100 5.

3.. Using the result's -of Problems

1 ernd 2, equation F = mC + b

besomes ,F = 9- + 32 .
, 5
,

Exercise 7

2. The y-intercept,of the C vs F

graPh is 32.. Note (0, 32) .

5. Plott the points found in Problem 4

orlthe experimentai graph. 'to

they''fall on the'C ys P line?

They certainly should.

6. (a) Plot the ata in-the
... 4

. N
i table to the right.

',f . Y

i i--1-4 1 4_, ,,,,_, ,

,-----1. 1

1-1.,_.
1H

r

L t-
-t-

1 i , .1

a ,`nary 4 ,

KIM 1 .- 4

_._.....L._._
-r 1 -----
..-.1.-_.:___

i-- ---4-

-if

ow-
II

7 ."
-.1..4.

. .1.,

,

i

---,---t-'
4. --

1 ,
,

4

'

___±_l_

.--4_1

{-- -.6

---_-1,---i 1--

4. Use tIlis equation to find F

temperature that corresponds

to given-G temperature.

C

20

45

_5,

,0

x y

F

68

113

23

32

-1. 3

-2 0

-4 -6

(b) Find the slope and

oithe line.

m 3

b =-d

)t

y-intercept

(c) Find the equation ofNthis line.

y.:= 3x + 6

J. 0 6
99,
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Sample Test Items

Y, ,

-Part I: Place the word, phrage or number in each blank which will make

the statement true:

. Number of yards = X Number-of miles.

2. There are # yards in 2 miles.

3. 2 = nickels.

4. The eqllation, y = 10x, defines a fuhict ion.

5. In the -graph of the equation, y = 5x + 3, the number,5-tells

the of the graph.

6. The slope-intercept form of the linear equation is

7. The equation , graphs as a straight line which

passes through the origi.

8. The ordered pair (5, ) is a point of the line whose equatioh

1
is y = x - 5 .

"9. The `line containing the points (5, 0) and (73, 2) has a slope ok.

.

*
...

.

t

10. If IF =
9 C + 32, then room temperature on the Fahrenheit scale
.

,

is when tile Centigrade reading is 25 .

Part'II: Problems.

ti

1. Complete the table using tte linear relation y = 3x .

Yx

3
1

'3

2

O

"AN

.12

15

0G.
100

1 42

I



2. The coordinates of.4 points are given f3, 9), 13(4, 12), c(5,' 16),

D(7, 21)4-

Line AB

Line AC

Line AD m

Find the slope of each of t fo loWing lines.

Which set of 3 points all lie on t e same straight line?

3. Fret the following graph, comput t.1-4 slope and

the equation for the linear fun tio

/
(b)

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

6

0

4.1-
m =

b=
Equation..

.,

4. Graph these poi
6

Find_ the Slope,

.4$

y

5

intercept, and write

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

M =

b =

' Equation:

Sop graph paper andesonnecttthem with a straight line.
9 4

the intercept and the equation of the line, '
. . i

M = '

b =

64,1fon:

1'01.
101
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5., Fill in the following table

ordered pairs.

for each of the following sequence- 14f

(a) '(0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4:5)
(b, o), (13.), (2, 4), (3, 9), (4,16).-,

(c) (o, o), 1), (4,, 2), 5), (4, 8,)

(d) (o,'2), (2, 5), 4),. (8, 14), 42,8)

*(e) (02..4), (9, 4)4 (18,-.4), (12,4), (13, 4):

(r) (3) 1), (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4),' (3, 5}

Part I

1. 1760

2. 3520

3'.4o

4. linear

5. slope

:'Pert II

Functions
yes/no

'Linear
yes/no

df)linear
slope

.

,

.

Soldtions for
.

Sample Test Items

s I

6. y = mx

7. y=
8. -7

5
'9. 1

10. 77

2.
- r

Line AB

Line 4
,

Line /1.1)

b

i

- 9
m

12

7-77 -,'
g16____ - 7

= 3

m =.
, 5 3 2
21 - 9 12

m = ,-777 77

B and D all lie op

the same straight line.

1 C
262 7 4/



(b)

16 - 8 8

= 0

Equation: y = 4x

- 26 20m= 6 2 T 5

, b.= 10
-
Equation: y =, 5x + 10

KV, '.4"-
Function
yes /no

Linear

yeitno
If linear

slope

- yes yes 1

yes
,e.

rino

.-.......nO no

t. .. :

Yes Yes 3
2 .

.

vs* horizontal
line

.no yes
vertical'"

line

0 9, ,

3.03

14 - 10, 4

2

b = 6

..Eqnatipn: y = 2,c4+ 6

4.

.4

,


